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Abstract
Interpreting Jean Coulthard’s Concerto for Piano and Orchestra (1963): A Pianist’s Perspective
by
Jocelyn Lai
Advisor: Dr. David Schober

Jean Coulthard (1908-2000) is recognized as one of Canada’s most prolific and important
female classical composers in the twentieth century. She remained creatively active from her
hometown of Vancouver, British Columbia, for eight decades, resulting in a catalog of over 350
works representing most classical music genres. Her music continues to be performed and
recorded by renowned ensembles and soloists such as the Vancouver Symphony Orchestra, CBC
Vancouver Orchestra, Calgary Philharmonic, Purcell String Quartet, pianists John Ogdon and
Jane Coop, and contralto Maureen Forrester. Coulthard is known for her distinctive coloristic
sonorities reminiscent of those in works by European composers such as Rachmaninoff,
Debussy, Ravel, and Scriabin, but unique through her use of extended chords based on triadic
harmony, fleeting tonal centers, and juxtaposition of major and minor modalities.
Coulthard’s Piano Concerto (1963) is an audience-accessible work that represents a
confluence of traditional forms and twentieth-century approaches to melody and harmony.
However, the piece has not yet been placed under considerable analytical scrutiny and has not
been performed since 1980. This essay seeks to introduce Coulthard’s life and work to a wider
audience and make a case for why the Concerto deserves to be revived and considered a serious
concert work.
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Preface
I was introduced to Jean Coulthard’s music as a teenager by learning Image Terrestre
(1990) for solo piano, one of her late works that mirrored noises from a frenetic cityscape
through leaps, tone clusters, and a percussive rhythmic drive. However, though I had a peripheral
awareness that Coulthard was culturally significant in my hometown and country, I was not
impressed with the composition: I had no prior experience learning music composed during my
lifetime, and after performing the piece twice, I decided that dissonance associated with “new”
music was too jarring for my conservative taste in classical music. Today, more than a decade
later, I marvel at the artistry and mastery of composition found in Image Terrestre. As a result, I
began to explore Coulthard’s other works, especially her Concerto for Piano and Orchestra
(1963).
Through my research, I learned that Coulthard has the reputation as being the first female
composer from Western Canada to receive wide recognition. Her steadfast belief in discipline,
craftsmanship, and individuality over the twentieth century resulted in her storied reputation.
Coulthard is known for her Concerto for Piano (1963) because of its attractive synthesis of
traditional form and post-Impressionistic harmony, but the piece has a short performance and
analytical history. Through this project, I highlight its inherent musical value, hoping to bring
great music back to the limelight and to celebrate Coulthard’s life and legacy.
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Chapter 1
Biographical Sketch of Jean Coulthard

Introduction
Born in 1908 in Vancouver, British Columbia, Jean Coulthard would call the city home
for nine decades until her death in 2000. In artistic isolation on the West Coast of then-provincial
Vancouver, Coulthard became a composer in a place that had yet to widely recognize the value
of the professional designation. In a 1988 address, when she was an esteemed composer, she
stated: “As far as music composition is concerned there were hardly any composers of serious
intent active here in the West prior to the 1950s and I certainly found it hard going.”1
Nonetheless, she composed relentlessly for eight decades on her own terms: her catalog of over
350 works representing most classical genres2 was the result of her persistence and motivation to
create constantly. Contributing to her immense productivity was her belief that a composer of
classical music should write “ivory tower works for personal aesthetic satisfaction” alongside
those meant for “children, preferred performers, community ensembles, television, and career
building competitions.”3
The scope and variety of Coulthard’s work was motivated by a combination of extrinsic
and intrinsic factors. Admittedly, extrinsic motivators such as commissions, collaborations, and

1

Jean Coulthard, “Convocation Address,” speech for Honorary Doctor of Letters Ceremony at the University of
British Columbia, May 26, 1988, https://www.library.ubc.ca/archives/speeches/jean_coulthard.html.
2
There are two catalogues of Jean Coulthard’s works. The first is a complete catalogue (unpublished), compiled in
2007 by her principal biographers, William Bruneau and David Gordon Duke, and available to scholars by personal
request accessed by the author on June 8, 2021. The second is a partial listing of Jean Coulthard’s works created by
Elaine Keillor in her article, “Coulthard, Jean,” in Grove Music Online, accessed August 17, 2020,
https://doi-org.ezproxy.gc.cuny.edu/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.article.06683.
3
Jean Coulthard, “The Eclectic Composer of Today,” Music Magazine 2, no. 6 (December 1979): 29, reproduced in
William Bruneau and David Gordon Duke, Jean Coulthard: A Life in Music (Vancouver: Ronsdale Press, 2005),
128.
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teaching pieces gave her reason to dedicate much time and energy to composing. However, there
are also many works in Coulthard’s canon that resulted purely from her drive to create for
personal fulfillment and development, and her Piano Concerto (1963) is an example of a work in
this latter category. Comparing her Piano Concerto to other such works she composed in the
1960s, it suggests a composer who was persistently searching to synthesize influences from her
background that were not entirely congruent. On the one hand, she studied and emulated the
aesthetics of great European composers such as Vaughan Williams, Darius Milhaud, Claude
Debussy, Maurice Ravel, and J.S. Bach, and, on the other hand, she wanted to portray her
consciously “Canadian” identity through her music. For Coulthard, this meant finding an
idiomatic style that integrated the fruits of her formal studies with the inspiration she found from
her upbringing and life on the West Coast of Canada. A brief recounting of select biographical
details reveals the people and places that shaped the two sides of her musical identity.

Upbringing in Vancouver
Coulthard’s family predisposed her to love music. Her mother, Jean Blake Robinson
Coulthard (1882–1933), studied voice and piano at the New England Conservatory (1902–1903)
and was one of Western Canada’s few well-trained and travelled teachers. She had a lucrative
private teaching studio in Vancouver where she taught piano and voice. In addition to her
successful teaching studio, she furthered musical life in Vancouver as a soloist, impresario, and
founding member of the Vancouver Women’s Musical Club. Because Jean Robinson Coulthard
was well travelled, she kept abreast of the new musical trends of the day. According to her
biographers Bruneau and Duke, her progressive aesthetic preferences, especially her
unconventional affinity toward modern French music at the turn of the century, had a profound

3
impact on her daughter’s future musical language: “My mother gave me [a] strong classical and
romantic background augmented by the contemporary composers of that time, particularly
Stravinsky, Debussy, and the French Six.”4 Coulthard’s mother knew how to develop her
daughter’s talent for music from early childhood: she encouraged Coulthard to write
improvisations at the piano down at age seven5 and made certain that she “embraced the practical
discipline of trained performing musicians: intense and regularly-scheduled lessons,
competitions, examinations, public recitals, and countless hours of practice.”6
Coulthard’s father, Dr. Walter Coulthard (1871–1937), was “as enthusiastic about
literature, sculpture, the natural world, and the ‘art of living’ as he was about his profession in
medicine and his family,” and was an ardent supporter of the arts and music in the community
and at home.7 Moreover, both of Coulthard’s grandfathers were Presbyterian ministers who
instilled the importance of higher education, hard work, and discipline: “their children, Jean
Coulthard’s parents, uncles, aunts – a dozen or so people in the close family grouping – were all
professionals or in professional families.”8 About her unusually driven work ethic, she quipped,
“I had two Presbyterian ministers for grandfathers, I never had a chance!”9 In summary, Dr. and
Mrs. Coulthard’s passion for music, privilege in the professional class of society, and family
tradition of Presbyterian self-discipline meant that Jean Coulthard spent much time around the
piano receiving an arts education of rare intensity, breadth, and substance for a young girl
growing up in Vancouver during the early decades of the twentieth century.

4

Bruneau and Duke, Jean Coulthard, 27. Unless otherwise noted, all subsequent biographical information is quoted
from Coulthard’s biography by Bruneau and Duke.
5
Ibid., 24.
6
Ibid., 31.
7
Ibid., 21.
8
Ibid., 19.
9
David Gordon Duke, in discussion with the author, February 18, 2020.
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In her teenage years, Coulthard adopted her mother’s wanderlust and her thirst for
education and music. Continuing to study piano with her mother and music theory with
Frederick Chubb, an organist with “a deep well of knowledge about English cathedral music,”10
would limit her development as a young composer because Vancouver lacked the musical
infrastructure to support further musical growth. Fortunately, the Vancouver Women’s Musical
Society11 created a scholarship competition to support study in England. As its recipient in 1926,
Coulthard spent a year studying at the Royal College of Music in London (1928–29). There, she
studied piano with Kathleen Long, theory with R.O. Morris, and composition with Vaughan
Williams. From Morris, she learned about fugues and canons,12 and from Vaughan Williams, she
acquired a greater admiration of his symphonies and the novelty of integrating British folk music
within classical forms.13 Returning to Vancouver after her year of study abroad, she made her
debut with the Vancouver Symphony Orchestra in the 1930–1931 season. Initially, she was
slated to perform Franck’s Variations symphoniques, but eventually performed Saint-Saëns’ Le
Carnaval des Animaux with her mother instead.14 She did not react kindly to the programming
change, interpreting it as a reflection of conductor Alan de Ridder’s disdain for local soloists. Of
Saint-Saëns’ piece, she wrote, “Life is too short to waste it on a joke, and I always hated musical
jokes, especially animal ones, and I never would eat even animal crackers. And here my fate is to

10

Bruneau and Duke, Jean Coulthard, 32.
Founded in 1905 by Coulthard’s mother, Jean Blake Robinson Coulthard, the Vancouver Women’s Musical
Society engages international performing artists for concerts and supports aspiring musicians in classical music
disciplines from British Columbia to pursue further education and training through scholarship and bursary
competitions. See the organization’s website, https://www.vwms.ca.
12
Bruneau and Duke, Jean Coulthard, 37.
13
Ibid., 38.
14
Linda Black, “Jean Coulthard and her Choral Music” (Ph.D. dissertation, University of Florida, 1997), 52.
11
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play at animals.”15 Performing a debut with the then-newly-formed VSO16 did not carry the same
implications of prestige and pianistic prowess as it does today. By today’s standards, she reached
the level of an undergraduate music student at best, once quipping in her diary in 1931 “my ideas
on piano playing are miles ahead of my technique… it is such fun playing as I do, it is always
interesting to see if I shall hit or miss.”17 Nonetheless, her personal affinity towards the piano
resulted in her consistently composing at the instrument over her long career.

European and American Influences
The 1930s was a tumultuous decade for Coulthard: her financially and emotionally secure
familial foundation disintegrated following the untimely deaths of both her beloved parents, in
1933 and 1937, respectively. On the loss of her mother, she wrote, “The absence of one who is
[my] inspiration, comfort, and the light of our house is not easy. Mother was the essence of
everything good to me.”18 Her grief was offset by a positive development: she started a romantic
relationship with Donald Marvin Adams, whom she had met a garden party in the 1920s and had
stayed in touch with.19 Like Jean Coulthard, Don Adams was born in British Columbia (Victoria)
and had a keen interest in the arts and culture. He spent seven years in California (1927–1934),
during which time he pursued his university education at Berkeley and became actively involved
with artists (architects, designers, painters, composers, musicians, and photographers) who were
expressing themselves in exciting ways foreign to Adams. The two were married on Christmas
Eve in 1935: Coulthard’s Diary of a Young Composer confirms that she was keen on him
15

Ibid, 53.
The VSO (originally named the Vancouver Symphony Society) was founded in 1919. It was not until the 1940s
and 1950s that the VSO was able to present big-name pianists such as Claudio Arrau, Gina Bachauer, and John
Ogdon.
17
Linda Black, “Jean Coulthard and her Choral Music” (Ph.D. dissertation, University of Florida, 1997), 52.
18
Bruneau and Duke, Jean Coulthard, 48.
19
Ibid, 48.
16
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romantically long before his return.20 In the years that followed, Don Adams would become a
prosperous interior designer and entrepreneur through his company, Don Adams Interiors. The
company specialized in Danish furniture in the 1950s and Spanish décor in the 1960s; the design
business also allowed Adams to pursue his interest in Asian art and furnishings.
As for Coulthard, she soon “acquired the full adult responsibilities of marriage, managing
a household, and maintaining a teaching studio.”21 According to her biographers, Coulthard
sketched a caricature of herself trying to meet the demands of everyday life, including: “dogs
demanding walks, husband demanding dinner, delivery men coming to the door, domestic help
requiring supervision, and a tiresome student on the phone.” 22 Despite these obligations, she had
committed to being a full-time composer by the end of the decade and sought guidance abroad. It
was thanks to her husband and his experience in California that she was introduced to new
musical developments from the United States, including the works of Copland, Harris, Cowell,
and Cage.23 In 1936, she succeeded in presenting her work to Copland when she took her new
husband to visit her grandparents, who lived in New York. Copland was, in her words, “not
impressed [with her composition and performance of it] but a kindly man [who] gave [her and
Don] tickets to concerts and things that otherwise we wouldn’t have been able to go to.”24
Seeking out musical mentors and friends in the international community continued to be the
impetus behind her travels.
Coulthard knew she needed further formal training beyond her adolescent studies in
Canada and abroad. Luckily for her, thousands of Europeans sought refuge in North American

20

Ibid, 49.
Ibid., 50.
22
Ibid., 51.
23
Ibid., 56.
24
Ibid., 57.
21
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because of the outbreak of World War II. One such person was composer and conductor Arthur
Benjamin (1893–1960), a piano professor at the Royal College of Music in London who moved
to Vancouver in 1939. Coulthard took regular lessons from him and benefited from his role as
conductor of the newly formed CBC Symphony Orchestra from 1941 to 1946. He encouraged
Coulthard to “move beyond songs, piano pieces, and chamber works and to write more for
orchestra,”25 and gave Coulthard the opportunity to hear her works rehearsed and performed by a
professional ensemble. In 1942, Coulthard embarked on a study trip to San Francisco and Los
Angeles, where she took lessons with Darius Milhaud and Arnold Schoenberg, who were
composers in residence at Mills College and The University of Southern California,
respectively.26 Milhaud, a member of the celebrated “Groupe des Six,” had inspired Jean
Coulthard to write a piano piece in 1939 entitled “Waltz, for the French Six.”27 Not only was she
was drawn to Milhaud’s polytonal approach to harmony, but she had finally met a professional
composer, who like herself, “[got] down to work each and every day, producing music however
well or badly he might feel in body or in mind.”28
Coulthard’s occasional meetings and lessons with celebrity composers (Copland,
Milhaud, Schoenberg, and later, Bartók) were novel and inspiring. However, Coulthard learned
more from studying their works than she did from discussions with the composers themselves
about her own compositions. Coulthard credits Arthur Benjamin (1893–1960 ) as being one of
the two major influences in her formal studies. The other was Bernard Wagenaar (1894–1971), a

25

Ibid., 58.
Ibid., 60.
27
Jean Coulthard, “Waltz, for the French Six” for piano, from A Book of Piano Pieces, Songs, and Sketches (1939).
28
Bruneau and Duke, Jean Coulthard, 60. In Coulthard’s words, she was « amazed to see Milhaud in his Mills
College suite unpeturbed by students coming in and out [among] other confusions » in Notes on Creative Activity for
the CBC (n.d).
26
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composition teacher at the Juilliard School in New York who accepted Coulthard as a private
student in 1944.
Around this time, Coulthard had an infant daughter (Jane Adams, born in 1943, her only
child) and was apart from her husband Don, who was serving his post with the Royal Canadian
Navy on the East Coast. In order to seek further professional development and to be closer to
Don, she decided to move to New York for the opportunity of weekly private lessons with
Wagenaar, with whom she worked between 1944 and 1945. His influence on her as a composer
and teacher was significant. As a composer, Wagenaar taught her about formal structure,
beginning with simple four-bar phrases, and systematically progressed through all of the
traditional forms (sonata-allegro, theme-and-variation, rondo) while challenging her to extend
her harmonic language to include polytonality. As a teacher, she admits that she modelled her
teaching after his, both in his methodical approach and [in his] dedication to his students.29
In the decade following her studies with Wagenaar, Coulthard returned to Vancouver and
was hired in 1946 to be a founding faculty member of the Faculty of Music at the University of
British Columbia.30 Despite the responsibilities of her job teaching theory and composition there
for the next twenty-six years, she dedicated a few hours every evening to composition. The result
was an impressive number of works: sonatas for most instruments in the orchestra, short piano
pieces, four symphonies, and seventy-four songs. During this time, she continued to balance
work and family life by constantly searching for publication and performance opportunities and
raising her daughter while her husband was frequently travelling on business.
In 1955, Coulthard was awarded a Royal Society Fellowship, which allowed her to take a
sabbatical in France that afforded her artistic renewal. Like other North American composers,
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she sought out French pedagogue Nadia Boulanger, although it proved to be a futile endeavor for
her. Coulthard remarked in her unpublished 1982 essay, “The Eclectic Composer of Today,” that
she felt Boulanger “could not express the subtleties of composition from a composer’s
viewpoint” and that she “could not accept [Boulanger’s] judgement [on her compositions] at
all.”31 In contrast to her previous study trips, Coulthard did not study with particular composers;
rather, she reveled in the rich musical history of Paris, home of her “hero-gods” (Debussy, Ravel,
Les Six), and looked to the city itself as her main source of inspiration. At the Special
Collections and Manuscripts department of the Bibliothèque Nationale, she took notes on
polyphonic practices from the original scores of Palestrina’s Missarum liber secundus (Rome,
1567) 32 and perused manuscripts by Ockeghem, Machaut, Dufay, and Josquin des Près.33 The
apotheosis of her trip occurred when she had the opportunity to hear her ballade A Winter’s Tale
for string orchestra (1944) performed as part of a concert of Canadian music conducted by
Gaston Poulet.34
On her next sabbatical (1965–1966), Coulthard traveled to London on a Canada Council
Grant to refine her skills in composing for large orchestra. In 1965–1966, she took informal
orchestration lessons with Gordon Jacob (1895–1984), a renowned orchestrator and author of the
textbook Orchestral Technique,35 which Coulthard used with her students at the University of
British Columbia. Jacob’s expertise helped Coulthard to identify her own perceived weaknesses
regarding pacing and orchestral nuancing. She had made repeated revisions of her Piano
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Concerto throughout the 1960s, but, a year after her studies with Jacob, she completed a final
version of the work in 1967.36
Coulthard’s music belongs to the Canadian “conservative tradition,” a category of works
that are rooted with musical influences from early twentieth-century France and England, to be
discussed in the next chapter. However, though Coulthard’s faithfulness to her training with
Wagenaar on form and Benjamin and Jacobs in orchestration is particularly evident, she had to
find her own voice.

Coulthard’s Canadian Influences and Style
Coulthard’s music is informed and inspired by her identity and experiences as a British
Columbian in general and a lifelong Vancouverite in particular. Her immediate natural
surroundings, close friendships within the province’s small artistic community, and sensitivity to
the constantly changing cultural landscape served as creative stimuli. First, nature-inspired works
became increasingly prevalent as she reached maturity in the mid-1940s, but those from her early
years also include evocative titles: “Winter in the Forest” from Early Pieces for Piano (1921),
“When the Green Woods Laugh” from Six Songs for Young Singers (1934), and White is the
Farm and the Field and the Flower for a cappella SATB chorus (1943). In later years, the titles
of her works became more specific to British Columbia’s landscape on the West Coast: The
Pines of Emily Carr (1969), Kalamalka (1973), Sketches from the Western Woods (1970),
Vancouver Lights (1980), and Ballade of the West (1983). Coulthard’s patriotism, rooted in the
physical landscape of the country, was not unique: it was natural for her and other artists to turn
towards the majestic West Coast for creative inspiration, because, according to Dale Maves,
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“perhaps more than most peoples . . . [Canadians] can be said to possess a deeply-rooted sense of
identification with their natural surroundings.”37 As a composer isolated in a city nestled under
snow-clad mountains and surrounded by the Pacific Ocean to the west and the Rocky Mountains
to the east, Coulthard felt that expressing her experience of Vancouver’s landscape through
music gave her a personal identity distinct from the European and American composers who
influenced her. She would clarify this in a 1979 interview:
I have more than once ruminated on how to capture the mood and feeling of the West
Coast in music. Arthur Benjamin encouraged me by saying that that the web of sound my
works created suggested to him the feeling of the British Columbia coast. If one has been
born in this land where earliest memories of life are walks in the woods, picnics in the bays
and coves of its waters — summer vacations in the interior among the lakes and
mountains— how could one (if at all sensitive to nature) fail to catch the atmosphere of
this country? 38
For Coulthard, projecting a Canadian musical identity not only meant reflecting her relationship
to the country’s vast physical landscape in sound, but also by celebrating ideas from Canadian
culture. Her works evolved in response to changing demographics and important events
throughout the twentieth century. For example, she composed Convoy Overture for orchestra
(1942), named after the North Atlantic convoys sent to Britain from Canada during World War
II. It is a piece of heroic nature and propaganda value meant to lift the spirits of her Anglocentric Canadian compatriots during the war in the 1940s. Coulthard observed that until the
1960s, “Our outlook in Vancouver was either to Europe or to the U.S.”39
After World War II, Canadian artists began collectively searching for a musical identity
that reflected the ethos of a country now independent from its former European colonial status.
In the 1950s, Canada was becoming increasingly multicultural, resulting in a continued debate
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about defining “Canadianism.”40 However, the year 1967 became an inflection point for many
Canadians. That year marked the centenary of Canadian Confederation and the opening of the
World’s Fair, dubbed Expo 67, in Montreal. This international event put the Francophone city
and multiculturalism at the forefront of many people’s consciousness. Coulthard’s daughter
moved to Montreal, and Coulthard’s frequent visits expanded her sense of Canada as a bicultural
country as opposed to an Anglophone one. Since childhood, Coulthard adored France and the
French modernists, so Montreal as a microcosm of France within Canada reinvigorated her.
After Coulthard’s retirement from the University of British Columbia in 1973, depictions
of other provinces became more prevalent through her works.41 In that same year, she was
commissioned by the Vancouver Symphony Orchestra to write a work that represented the
cultural diversity of Canada. The result was Canada Mosaic, an orchestral suite that she
described as “based on folk-materials from [a variety of] Canadian regions and ethnic groups in
Canada (not simply the few tried-and-true folk melodies that seem to appear whenever Canadian
composers turn to folk themes).”42 In Canada Mosaic, she gave each movement a memorable
title, such as “Mam’zelle Québécoise” to represent Quebec, “D’Sonoqua’s Song” to represent
British Columbia,43 and “Harbour Sounds” to represent the Maritime provinces. Her fascination
with Canada’s East Coast culture is reflected in “Les chansons du Coeur” (Songs of the Heart,
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1979) for soprano and piano, a setting of poems by French-Canadian poet Madeleine Guimont,
and in “Three Ballades from the Maritimes” for SATB chorus a cappella (1979).44
Coulthard also turned to the artistic community in Canada for inspiration and made a
conscious effort to champion works by her local colleagues over international ones of higher
esteem. Her text settings of poets Earle Birney45 and Louis Mackay46 in Quebec May for chorus
(1948) and Three Love Songs for low voice and strings (1954) demonstrates this effort.
Moreover, Spring Rhapsody (1958), Coulthard’s song cycle for contralto and piano, features
texts by four different Canadian poets. In addition to poets, Coulthard was strongly influenced by
visual artist Emily Carr (1871–1945), who drew inspiration for her paintings from the Indigenous
peoples of the Pacific Northwest and depicted the lush forests in British Columbia. Coulthard
adapted Carr’s artistic methods of translating emotions evoked by British Columbia’s landscape
and culture into contemporary classical music.47 Her admiration for Carr’s work is demonstrated
through anecdotal evidence of her star-struck encounter with the great painter in the late 1930s.
After the encounter, she wrote, “I think she liked [Don’s and my] youthful enthusiasm, for to the
accompaniment of our excited “ohs!” and “ahs” she pulled out many [glorious paintings] for us
to look at.”48 The excitement of that meeting and her respect for Carr took concrete form in
Coulthard’s cantata The Pines of Emily Carr (1969), which translates the personified moods of
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the western forest (suggested by Carr’s journals) into sound.49 Coulthard believed that
composing in the style she preferred made her music by nature Canadian through her life
experience, but she was also consciously Canadian: first, she chose to champion native works,
and second, she felt it was necessary to highlight the multiculturalism that is celebrated in
Canada.

Summary
Raised in then-provincial Vancouver, essentially a British outpost at the turn of the
twentieth century, Jean Coulthard felt a serendipitous connection to European tradition despite
being located thousands of kilometers away. Like her mother, she was drawn to works in the
classical canon, augmented by a rare appreciation for works by French modernists. Like her
father, she valued the arts beyond music and was a life-long learner. Like both her parents, she
was uncompromising in her dedication to improvement and hard work.
Coulthard progressively became the role model she never had: “a busy professional
composer working in the Canadian West.”50 Her main focus was composing, but she also
pursued new connections and helpful tutelage from many great European composers of her time.
From her teachers, she learned how to apply these European traditions to her own writing,
especially in terms of form and orchestration, while experimenting with modernist trends in
polytonality and twelve-tone melodies.51 By doing so, she produced an oeuvre of impressive
scope. Some works reflect a faithful allegiance to European practices and trends, which stemmed
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from her Edwardian upbringing and the guidance of her musical mentors; other works are more
experimental and personal, reflective of the distinct idiom that expressed her Western Canadian
heritage. To Coulthard, being Canadian meant turning to nature, community, and culture for
inspiration. The works she composed over eight decades reveals a composer trying to synthesize,
in varying proportions, the two sides of her identity in a coherent manner. The Piano Concerto
that shall be closely examined in this study recalls the grand tradition of the Romantic concerto
with French-inspired modernist harmonies, while others carry explicit Canadian references. As a
result, it is challenging to make generalizations about her style, but all her pieces can be analyzed
in light of the two streams of influence in her life: the European and the Canadian. In all, she
tried to cultivate her own voice by constantly creating “until she could no longer lift a pencil.”52
She is remembered as a composer who “quietly refused to adopt [ideologies popular in the
twentieth century that were] contrary to her beliefs. Her works reflect the importance of
discipline, craftsmanship, and individuality.”53
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Chapter 2
A Brief History of Vancouver’s Classical Music Concert Scene

The establishment of the solid musical infrastructure in place in Vancouver today1 results
from its growing diversity and popularity since the city’s founding in 1886. The rapid growth of
Vancouver, given its short 135-year history, owes much to its geographical location on the West
Coast of Canada. Coulthard’s biographers describe it as “an instant city surrounded by ocean and
mountains… devoted to transportation and rapacious commerce…[and] doubled and redoubled
in size every five years.”2 By 1900, the city already had a nascent arts and entertainment sector,
but it was primarily made up of bars and brothels for industrial men.3 In the decades that
followed, leadership and support for the burgeoning classical music scene came primarily from
the small cultured and affluent professional class of society to which Jean Coulthard belonged.
Though their early efforts to establish an opera house, symphony orchestra, and regular concert
seasons eventually came to fruition, in pre-broadcasting days, classical music was appreciated
primarily at home through music-making around the piano in small gatherings.
1

In 2021, Vancouver, now the largest city in British Columbia and third largest census metropolitan area in Canada,
is home to ensembles such as the Vancouver Symphony Orchestra, Vancouver Opera Association, Turning Point
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William Bruneau and David Gordon Duke, Jean Coulthard: A Life in Music (Vancouver: Ronsdale Press, 2005),
22.
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David Gordon Duke notes that, in 1891, the Canadian Pacific Railway constructed an opera house to “put a
respectable front onto a rough frontier outpost,” and in 1907-1908, its leader, Charles Ward, established a thirty-sixmember symphonic ensemble which offered Sunday evening concerts. In David Gordon Duke, VSO 100: A Century
of Memorable Moments (Vancouver: The Vancouver Symphony Society, 2018), 1.
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Audience Reception to Concert Programming and Touring Artists
Though the rapid growth of Vancouver slowed down considerably following the First
World War, by the 1930s, it had become, in Coulthard’s words, a “charming small city of
100,000 people who all loved the mountains and the sea.”4 Local audiences had the opportunity
to enjoy performances by professional musicians on tour because Vancouver was a convenient
port along routes from Europe. Artists of international stature passed through, including Ravel
and Rachmaninoff.5 As a 20-year-old, Coulthard was present at performances by the two
celebrities and was highly critical of both. Branded as a “Big Event in [the] Music World” by the
Vancouver Sun, on February 14, 1928, Ravel performed a selection of his own compositions for
solo piano, including Sonatine, Le Tombeau de Couperin, and Pavane pour une infante défunte,
and his song cycles Histoires Naturelles, and Cinq Mélodies populaires grecques, with soprano
Lisa Roma. Neither Ravel’s orchestral works, which he had conducted in New York, London,
and Cleveland on the same North American tour, nor his solo and chamber repertoire, were
largely known in Canada in 1928 except for the few who travelled to the United States or
Europe. Coulthard described his performance of his Pavane pour une infante défunte on that
occasion as one that had “almost no expression at all.”6 Perhaps she was put off by the sense of
emotional distance that the composer placed between himself and the music, so antithetical to the
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extroversion of the grand Romantic pianists.7 Apparently, Coulthard’s response was shared by
the rest of the audience, who were disappointed at the lack of keyboard pyrotechnics and
personal vitality in Ravel’s performance, elements thought to be essential to the definition of a
“real” concert pianist.8 Consequently, the lean textures and extended tonality found in Ravel’s
compositions were ironically perceived as “child-like” by Coulthard, who observed that “the
audience started going out in droves after the first couple of numbers.”9 Despite Coulthard’s
antipathy towards Ravel as a pianist, his genius as a composer proved to be a formative influence
in her own voice in later years, and she came to regard him as one of her “hero-gods.”10 If
Vancouver audiences did not find a virtuoso in Ravel, they did in Rachmaninoff. However, a
young Coulthard was still not impressed. She confided in her “Diary of a Young Composer” that
“Rachmaninoff’s bravura style wasn’t for her, and that [his] performance of God Save the King
was enough to make any British gentleman’s blood boil.”11
A closer look at the history of the Vancouver Symphony Orchestra (1916), an
establishment almost as old as the city itself, recounts the city’s changing musical tastes and
offerings over the twentieth century. Conductors and soloists from many countries graced
7
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Vancouver stages over the years and introduced a growing audience to both classical and music
of other genres. In 1945, the young American, Leonard Bernstein, guest-conducted the VSO and
again in 1967, he presented a performance of Charles Ives’s Symphony No. 2 with the New York
Philharmonic in Vancouver. In the decades that followed, Bernstein’s own orchestral works were
programmed regularly on VSO programs.12 Non-classical artists appeared under the auspices of
the VSO, as well: starting the 1930s, the VSO presented pops concerts series that included
genres such as jazz, musical theatre, and pop, thereby expanding the ensemble’s audience.13
Furthermore, a growing Asian population in Vancouver piqued an interest for Chinese music,
which led to a full concert program of orchestral works by Chinese composers in 1979.14
However, these were novel events that were peripheral to main concert programming.
The VSO consistently programmed tried-and-true symphonic works by great composers from
previous centuries (Beethoven, Mendelssohn, Schumann, and the like) and showcased a
procession of international piano virtuosi and celebrity conductors. This was in keeping with the
VSO’s inaugural mission statement to “foster among the Citizens of Vancouver a love for
the…uplifting works of the Great Masters.”15 An enthusiastic embrace of traditional
programming may have resulted in much resistance over decades from audiences to embrace
avant-garde programming as mainstream within the setting of a large concert hall. Regarding
contemporary music selections, Duke writes that “in the orchestra’s first half century, conductors
were wary of new music, boards of directors were actively suspicious of it, and audiences often
hostile to it.”16 Nonetheless, with conductors Jacques Singer and his successor Irwin Hoffman at
12
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the helm,17 Vancouver audiences were introduced to contemporary music on a more regular basis
by hearing works such as Arthur Benjamin’s First Symphony, concertos by Bartók, and
selections by young Canadian talents – Barbara Pentland, Murray Adaskin, and Claude
Champagne, to name a few.18 However, audience reception to the progressive selections was still
unenthusiastic: an audience survey taken in the 1950s indicated that “Contemporary music does
not appear to be popular and that much less modern music than we now play would be
preferred.”19
Coulthard was among a cohort of Canadians who studied abroad and returned home after
World War Two. They “formed the nucleus of the first generation of modern, self-consciously
“Canadian” composers.”20 In 1950, in an acknowledgement of changing musical tastes, the
Vancouver Symphony Society and the Community Arts Council of Vancouver sponsored the
largest festival of Canadian music up until that date, which included four programs of thirtythree works by Canadian composers.21 The event, named “The First Symposium of Canadian
Contemporary Music,” was successful and put Vancouver on the musical map: it introduced
contemporary music by Canadians to Vancouver audiences who “greeted the music with
considerable enthusiasm” and provided a venue for composers from across the country, the
United States, and Europe to meet and discuss at length over a period of two weeks. As a result,
Coulthard was given the opportunity to observe other composers rehearse with orchestras in
preparation for performances of their large-scale works, which informed her interactions with
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ensembles performing her works in the following decades.22 It was through this festival that
Canadian composers realized the need for an organization that “[banded…them] together for
collective action.”23 The next year, in 1951, the Canadian League of Composers (CLC),24 of
which Coulthard was an inaugural member, was created in Toronto to address this need.

Canadian Musical Organizations in the 1950s
The founding of the Canadian League of Composers led to the establishment of more
groups and organizations that promoted the professional interests of composers. These included
the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation (CBC) Symphony Orchestra (1952), the Canada Music
Council (1957) and the Canadian Music Center (1959).25 The creation of a symphony orchestra
under the auspices of the government-owned Canadian Broadcasting Corporation (CBC) led to
the commissioning of Canadian composers to write for full orchestra; the commissioned works
were then recorded and broadcast in Canada and internationally.26 The Canadian Music Council
was formed by a group of Canadian musicians with three basic missions: to be a resource for the
public about music in Canada, to provide a forum among musicians to discuss general concerns,
and to advocate for musical communities to governments and international organizations. In
addition, the Canadian Music Council received its federal charter in 1949 and supported special
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projects, such as the publication of the Canadian Music Journal (1956–1962), featuring
periodicals which documented events, pled urgent causes, and spotlighted Canadian composers,
and two books, Music in Canada and Aspects of Music in Canada.27
To promote the publication of and access to contemporary music, the Canadian Music
Center – founded in 1959 and still functioning today – serves as Canada’s national music library.
With the national centre located in Toronto and regional sites across the country, it is home to
more than 26,000 works by 1125 associate composers and over 12,000 archival sound
recordings, all accessible, free of charge, to performers at home or abroad. Moreover, the
Canadian Music Center aids composers by engaging professional copyists and providing
commissions for works and special projects.28
The Canada Music Council and the Canadian Music Center offices were located in
Toronto, making Ontario the center of Canada’s musical activity in midcentury. A majority of
the leaders and members of these organizations also held esteemed positions at major Canadian
academic institutions,29 giving visibility – and consequently value and relevance – to their
practices and preferences.
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Influential Canadian Composers and Compositional Trends in the 1950s-1970s
The CLC was crucial within the artistic community in the definition and development of
a postwar Canadian musical identity. These composers – who will be discussed in detail below –
experimented with techniques imported from Europe and the United States, such as
neoclassicism, serialism, and idioms of the post-Webern School. Their approach to composition
represented a mainstream effort to refute the colonial musical climate in Canada in 1950, one
which was perpetuating a conservative British-influenced musical trajectory.30 Musicologist
Benita Wolters-Fredlund writes, “The founders of the Canadian League of Composers were
young modernists who . . . struggled to find a balance between two competing goals:
championing the cause of all Canadian composers, regardless of style, and promoting modern
styles. . . Its membership and concerts were nonetheless dominated by composers interested in
modern styles. 31
The founding members of CLC were primarily a group of Toronto composers associated
with John Weinzweig (1913–2006).32 Weinzweig and his colleague, John Beckwith (b. 1927),
were influential in defining what was considered serious music in Canada in their roles as longtime composition professors at the University of Toronto from 1952 to 1978 and 1952 to 1990,
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respectively. Weinzweig was the first composer in Canada to use a 12-tone series, in his Suite for
Piano No.1 (1939). Later, he combined serial technique with neoclassicism.33 For example, in his
Symphonic Ode (1957), the twelve-tone row is fragmented into motives which are developed
within rondo form.34 Under Weinzweig’s mentorship, his student, Harry Somers (1925–1999)
integrated serial technique into fugal writing, exemplified in his work, 12 x 12: Fugues for Piano
(1951).35
Weinzweig’s colleague, John Beckwith, was also a major influence in post-war Canadian
classical music, eventually becoming the Chair of Canadian Music at the University of Toronto
in 1984. An eclectic, prolific composer (he wrote over 150 works), Beckwith was actively
engaged in all facets of Canadian musical life throughout his tenure in Toronto, promoting the
cause of Canadian Music as a founding member of the CLC. He is known for his quilt-like
construction of works by juxtaposing a myriad of styles and influences, but he also incorporated
serial technique within his compositional vocabulary. Serialism is most evident in Beckwith’s
large-scale work, Trumpets of Summer, for soprano, contralto, tenor, bass, male speaker, SATB
soloists, flute, bassoon, trumpet harp, cello, and percussion (1964), where hexatonic pitch
collections combine into 12-tone rows through frugal instrumentation.36
Naturally, the other Canadian composers were also keen to adopt contemporary idioms,
especially by using serialist techniques and neoclassical forms. One such composer was Barbara
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Pentland, a prairie transplant who, at one point, shared an office with Jean Coulthard at UBC.
Like Coulthard, Pentland lamented the absence of original and experienced Canadian composers
as role models. In a comparison of Canada and the United States’ musical development, Pentland
wrote in 1950:

We are actually the first generation of Canadian composers…a glance at the United
States will point up our state more explicitly. There we find a long train of experienced
composers, at first European in training and influence and now the native product. While
we have no older generation of Canadian composers that we can emulate or admire, our
American contemporaries have the music of Copland, Piston, and many others which
they can respect, and older generations including such as original creative figure as
Charles Ives. We have had no such important innovators to make our expression unfold
from the material around us.37
The acknowledgement of Canada’s delayed musical development was a shared among young
composers in the second half of the twentieth century. However, the question of how to fill the
void and evolve Canada’s musical history was up for debate. Pentland’s view was favored by
academic circles in Toronto and Montreal, though not all composers voiced their opinion as
strongly as she did in music or writing. She believed that too many composers were attempting
to compose nineteenth-century music half a century too late, going to the extent of deeming
those who did not take up the cause of contemporary thought as “imitators of …music from
Dvorak and Saint-Saëns to Ravel [who] had not yet emerged from the hinterland.”38 Needless to
say, her thoughts arise from the prevailing assumption that music which borrowed from the past
stifled the evolution of musical expression in Canada. In response, Coulthard wrote, “I feel that
the more conservative should be very glad that we have a so-called “avant-garde” so active in
Canada. On the other hand, some of our younger composers in their arguments do not realize
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clearly enough that all art moves in a logical progression. Violent reaction to this and that are a
trifle adolescent.”39

Coulthard’s Compositional Style in the 1950s–1970s
Coulthard was not convinced by the direction of the Toronto neoclassic-serialists as the
way to reinvigorate – or refute – practices from past centuries. She affirmed her independence
from outside influences in the 1950s when she said, “I didn’t care at all what other people were
writing or the fact that my means of musical expression were quite traditionally based. I realized
that I had my own musical personality to develop and express.”40 With hindsight, she trailblazed
an alternative path alongside the Schoenberg/Berg inspired “avant-garde,” now considered the
“conservative tradition in Canada.” A small group of like-minded contemporaries also continued
in this vein, though there is no evidence of Coulthard having direct correspondence or
collaboration with them.41 Elaine Keillor outlines common characteristics of a mid-twentieth
century “conservative” composer’s aesthetic preferences and compositional style. Of the position
that music expresses emotion and is not mathematical, these composers generally hold an antiserial bias, emphasize lyricism, prefer use of fluctuating time signatures (as opposed to
polyrhythms), and have respect for tonality by perpetuating the principle of tension and release
(albeit through juxtapositions of harmonies not related by dominant-tonic).42
Evidence from Coulthard’s writings corroborate Keillor’s observations. Coulthard
believed that genius results from the imagination being able to transcend calculation and was
39
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concerned that universities have fostered an academic self-consciousness that resulted in overly
mathematical (and therefore, uninspired) compositions.43 To state her position clearly, she said in
an address to other composers:

I can never agree in artistic philosophy with those who claim that they write only
intellectually…their every idea is a premeditated pattern to such a degree that it leads, I
feel, to a type of computer music, be in machine-made or human. I firmly believe that
unless the musical idea takes hold of you, the artistic endeavor, whatever it be, never
leaves the ground.44
Coulthard chose compositional techniques (self-admittedly based on tradition) that expressed
this personal conviction about art but adopted new musical ideas throughout her career as long as
it aligned with her philosophy. During her last sessions with Schoenberg in 1942, she composed
using serial technique. Ultimately, she recognized that while it was an important technique for
composition students to understand,45 it was not for her:
[M]any composers have claimed that the serial system freed them, but I myself felt just
the opposite, more hampered by it. Though I have often used 12-tone themes, I have
rarely felt comfortable working with strict serial ideas. But I do feel certainly one of the
best results of the serial period was the telescoping of form, pruning music back to a
smaller scale from the enormously extended forms of the late 19th-century music.46
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However, some contemporary techniques proved to be useful to Coulthard for specific
expressive means, namely, the use of indeterminate notation and non-acoustic instruments. For
example, she included an optional part for electronic tape in Music for St. Cecilia (1969) for
organ and strings and used aleatoric effects in, Kalamalka (1974), her prelude for orchestra “to
portray the magic colors of the Okanagan lake of the title.”47
Furthermore, Coulthard reflects that her preference for lyricism originates from a natural
instinct that was revealed in her childhood, when at age seven she took her own initiative to
compose simple melodic pieces at the piano by trial and error without any formal music theory
training. She believed that lyricism in music reaches the human heart at a fundamental level, and
that it was most important to stay true to one’s preferences and instincts as a composer:

I feel there is a need to keep this lyrical vein in our music today. Our ‘lifestyle’ has
become so complex and all the Arts only too well reflect it. It would be a pity to lose
simplicity in the shuffle! Thus I try to guard what I call the green spots – a naturalness
of expression… In my teaching, I’ve tried to impress on young people to write what
they deeply feel inside and not become a victim of all the immediate influences which
can be so fluctuating and so frustrating.48
Coulthard’s preference for simplicity in melody extends to her approach to rhythm. She
cites Messiaen’s Reveil des Oiseaux for piano and orchestra (1953, rev. 1988) and Varèse’s
Ionization (1931) as examples of astounding feats of rhythmic calculation. She was impressed
but perplexed: questioning whether the human brain can process such rhythmic intricacy
simultaneously, she admitted that she’s “no good at this [rhythmic] complexity” and prefers
rhythm to “flow gently on.” Mockingly, she called herself “obviously out of date” as she noted
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that markings such as ritardando and accelerando can still be used to manipulate rhythm. She
was inspired by Debussy’s approach to time signatures: periodic changes to the time signature
within a phrase allows for rhythmic freedom and flexibility to mirror speech patterns. However,
she preferred these changes to be subtle and infrequent, not like the “barrage of [them] in
Stravinsky!”49
Finally, Coulthard bases her music in tonality even though her harmonic language is
reflective of twentieth century developments. She notes that “hardly anyone uses a key signature
today” and neither did she. However, the concept of tonal centers - individual notes or harmonies
toward which the music rests – remained an important aspect from tradition for her to preserve.
She found that “a tonal center, even one note to come back to, satisfying as part of a polished
form” adding a cheeky remark, “How dated am I!?”50
Generally, Coulthard was acutely aware that her preferences might be considered oldfashioned. However, she had the foresight pose the question in 1975: “after fifty to sixty years of
serial melodic lines, is it the reactionaries who are the contemporary now in this regard?”51 Her
approach to form, melody, and harmony will be discussed in relation to her Piano Concerto, a
neo-Romantic work that by today’s standards, is still not considered contemporary. Then again,
it might be in another few decades to come.
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Coulthard’s Legacy for Composers in British Columbia
Coulthard believed that a professional working composer’s career should be multifaceted, and her life’s work is a demonstration of that belief. She outlined six possible purposes
for composition: for art, friendship, money, commercial use, experimentation, and education.52
Of chief importance to her was writing for art’s sake, with the goal of expressing herself deeply
and fully through complex and serious works. Her grand scale opera, The Return of the Native
(1955–1979), epitomized this belief. Without a commission or knowledge that it was to ever be
performed, she spent time and energy over more than two decades (including six winters in
Hawaii) to finishing the work.53 She refers to the process of composing for purely artistic
motivations as “an almost compulsive striving…for the ultimate.”54 Second, Coulthard found joy
in composing music for her friends and loved ones (as birthday or wedding gifts) noting that,
contrary to the former category, this one guaranteed a performance. Third, guaranteed
performances came in the form of commissions. Coulthard had many during her lifetime;
however, she, naturally like many others, felt that writing for a fee and with a deadline came with
a high degree of pressure to conform to audiences’ taste and scrutiny from the press. Fourth,
Coulthard suggests young composers include writing Gebrauchsmusik, music intended for
commercial use. She wrote scores for radio performances (The Pines of Emily Carr and The
Birds of Lansdowne), and recognized success achieved by her colleagues in the film and popular
music industries.
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Next, Coulthard encouraged young composers to write works which “attempt to use
material or methods, works which challenge, in some way, the established horizons of music
[and reflect the influence of rapidly changing technology.”55 Though she wasn’t as radical as her
serialist colleagues in this regard, experiments in aleatory and electronic tapes, as previously
discussed were incorporated into her canon. Finally, Coulthard was an advocate for the next
generation of composers and a trailblazer for music education in Western Canada. As a founding
member of the Canadian League of Composers, she comments on the progress they made within
the first three years:
Until our league was formed…we had absolutely no organized effort of this kind. The
League membership is now about 25 composers and all concerned have worked
unceasingly and unselfishly to [promote performances of music written by Canadians.] It
might interest you to know that one of the biggest obstacles to fight was a sort of public
apathy towards anything indigenous. The idea that the article made in Canada wasn’t
much good anyhow, and not worth bothering about, also applied to Canadian music….
Younger composers now have the advantage of having had the trail blazed. Because [the
CLC] is an organized body and now well recognized, it has been able to bring composer
and performer together in much closer harmony.56
Not only did she join an organized effort for the cause of promoting Canadian music, many of
her students, both private and at the University of British Columbia, felt she was invested
professionally and personally in them. Sylvia Rickard, a composer now in her eighties, reflects
on her relationship with Coulthard as her student in the 1970’s:
Jean told all her students to enter the newly formed Okanagan Composers’ Festival…
Then we all went the Shawnigan Lake Summer School, where we had composition with
Jean Coulthard and has access to great performers who played and sang out fledgling
works! Then.. [e]ight of us were the pilot group of composer-students [at the Banff
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Centre] in 1978… when we were all exposed to other composer teachers as well as
Coulthard – Oscar Morawetz, Violet Archer, Gilles Tremblay, and others.57
Furthermore, young composers from British Columbia now have the opportunity to have
their works performed by a professional orchestra – one that did not exist during her formative
years. Now in its sixteenth edition, the competition was named in her honor as the Vancouver
Symphony Orchestra’s “Jean Coulthard Readings” as a reminder of her legacy as one of “BC’s
most influential and beloved composers.”58
Coulthard believed that gaining widespread acceptance of and appreciation for
contemporary classical music idioms meant educating children and youth. She wrote, “The
modern child’s ear in naturally more attuned to dissonance through the influences of radio,
television, and traffic, and this enabled us to the use certain musical sounds which would have
been thought unacceptable by an earlier generation.”59 Alongside two of her advanced students
composers, they wrote Music of Our Time (1975), a ten-book collection of short piano pieces
with the intention of “using contemporary techniques of writing to produce a soft of introduction
to music of our time for young people aged seven to thirteen or fourteen.”60 In an essay, she
breaks down these techniques into categories that youth could understand: non-triadic chord
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construction, polytonality, unusual time signatures, syncopated and augmented rhythms, and
“counting to twelve” as a way to introduce serialism.61
In all, Coulthard was among the first professional classical music composers in Western
Canada. With hindsight, the versatile career she had inspired young composers both locally and
nationally to embark upon a similar trajectory. Her works continue to fascinate and interest
musicians – this dissertation being a product of it – and her legacy is felt in British Columbia
through her students and personal association with musical institutions that are thriving today.
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Chapter 3: Performance History

The Concerto for Piano and Orchestra (1963) is the only piano concerto Coulthard
composed. She began composing it in 1961, completed it in 1962, and revised it in 1963 and
1967.1 Coulthard’s investment of time, energy, and resources into composing her piano concerto
in 1961 was surprising given the circumstances. Just two years prior, her confidence was shaken:
her Violin Concerto (1959) received an under-rehearsed premiere by Thomas Rolston and the
Vancouver Symphony Orchestra to a disapproving audience and lukewarm critical reviews.2
Furthermore, large-scale Canadian works in traditional genres, such as symphonies and
concertos, were out of vogue and impractical to stage. Finally, there was no commission or
known performance date on the horizon.
Against the odds, Coulthard continued in her own direction, one that critics often rejected as
“hopelessly romantic, lyrical and old-fashioned.”3 She found it gratifying to establish an amiable
relationship to her audience, unlike a number of her contemporaries who cultivated an elitist
public image with a general audience.4 With this posture, her Piano Concerto is written in an
accessible style, which recalls the grandeur and virtuosity of concertos from the previous
century. It is scored for large orchestral forces comprised of double winds, piccolo, 4 horns, 2
trumpets, 3 trombones, tuba, timpani, percussion, strings, and solo piano. As will be discussed in
the following chapters, Coulthard had no reservations about building on traditional approaches,
especially when considering form: sonata, rondo, and extended ternary structures form the basis
1
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of each movement. In fact, she encouraged young composers to embrace approaches to
composition from generations past, at a time when rejecting established methods, in the name of
creating a unique Canadian national musical identity, was fashionable:

I feel it is so necessary to use what is given to us in heritage. This problem of form is
always the severest challenge to a composer’s craft and inspiration. It can be solved
differently for each personality and each composition alike; therefore, a composer using
[sonata form, variations, fugue, for example] need not feel he is being unoriginal or
besmirching himself.5
The motivation for Coulthard to write the Concerto stems from her belief that composers must
spend “aching hours striving for the ultimate” by writing “works [that] may well take longer to
become known” in order to achieve great depth of expression.6 Five years after Coulthard had
completed the full score, the Concerto finally received its world premiere on November 14, 1967
by pianist Marie-Aimée Varro and the Ottawa Civic Symphony. It was a publicized event:
Coulthard was already making headlines as one of Canada’s most distinguished composers and
the Concerto, conducted by Nicolas Goldschmidt, was the primary feature in the opening concert
of the Ottawa Civic Symphony’s subscription series.7 It was promoted as “the first major musical
event in the handsome 1192-seat auditorium of the new High School of Commerce on Rochester
Street at Gladstone Avenue.”8
Coulthard travelled to Ottawa with her daughter for the performance. She sat in the
rehearsal and was pleased with the progress of the first two movements, commenting that “the
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third [movement] is extremely difficult. I am so surprised by the excellence of your Ottawa
Symphony.”9 The program notes provide a brief introduction to the piece, but does little to
capture the essence of the work:

The Concerto, completed in the spring of 1967, and written over a period of three years,
is dedicated to Marie-Aimee Varro.10 The first movement is written in an extended
Sonata form. The second movement carries the Arioso through to the end within the
alternating two themes. The last movement is written in grand Rondo form, and it
actually is aimed at showing a tour de force for the prowess of the artist. The composer
feels the style reflects the neo-Romantic idiom, and is written more under the influence
of contemporary British composers rather than of the modern German school.11
Despite positive publicity in the press promising a noteworthy collaboration between a decorated
Canadian composer, powerhouse pianist, and the local symphony orchestra, the Concerto as a
composition was met with disdain by both Ottawa critics, Lauretta Thistle (Ottawa Citizen) and
Bill Boss (The Ottawa Journal). Lauretta Thistle writes:

[The Concerto] is very conservative (hardly of this century at all) and very rhapsodic
and florid in style. The pianist is so busy almost all of the time that one’s first
impression is that the work is very lightly scored for orchestra. It is true that the piano
bears the main burden of themes and development, but the scoring is knowledgeably
done and makes effective use of orchestral color.12
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Bill Boss shared similar apathy about the Concerto upon first hearing:

In its own way Miss Coulthard’s music is pleasant enough hearing on first acquaintance
but if there’s a message it’s an elusive one. It’s music by the yard, richly brocaded in
lush orchestration somewhat reminiscent of Roussel and Fauré but with astonishing
changes in tempi. It’s a kind of stream-of-conscious thing: it flows on and on and on in
a loose, thick, rambling flow with something of everything for everybody but with
nothing in particular to say to anybody and maybe that’s the point if there’s a point. But
it deserves a place in the repertoire, at least until we find out. At first it was difficult to
say whether the warm applause from the hall, half-filled because of the season’s first
real snowstorm, was for Miss Varro or for the composer, who attended. Repeated
curtain calls, however, made clear that Miss Varro had stolen the show.13
According to her biography, “Coulthard read press criticism with wry amusement, as her UBC
archive shows. She would criticize the critics, penciling in surprisingly caustic comments when
she thought a writer ill-prepared or uncomprehending.”14 Evidence on the press clipping for her
Concerto premiere substantiate this conclusion: she circled Thistle’s name with the comment “a
sharp sting,” in bold black felt marker.15
The Concerto remained unperformed until it was recorded for the Radio-Canada
International’s (RCI) Anthology of Canadian Music on June 10–11, 1980. It was performed by
soloist Robert Silverman and the Canadian Broadcasting Center Vancouver Orchestra, conducted
by Dwight Bennett, and produced by George Laverock. The notes capture the Coulthard’s
approach to the Concerto:
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The Concerto for Piano was conceived as a large-scale dialogue between a virtuoso soloist
and full orchestra, an idiom reminiscent of the grand concerto tradition of Beethoven and
Schumann. Coulthard brings the piano for the force in strong idealized terms, theatrically
alternating discursive sections; the percussive, more economical 20th-century style of writing
that Coulthard had explored in the Variations on BACH (1951) or the Sonata for Two Pianos:
Of the Universe (1978) was deliberately rejected in favor of the poetic dialogue and intense
climaxes of the traditional concerto format. As such the Concerto represents an extreme in
Coulthard’s mature work: an unabashedly grandiose conception which contrasts a soloist of
virtuoso stature with a large, vibrantly colorful orchestra.
According to Coulthard’s daybooks, the two-day recording session went “over successfully.”
She highly anticipated the event, as it was one of two events circled on the year-to-view page of
her 1979 diary.16 Laverock recalls that:
The recording of the work took place at Studio 1 of the CBC Broadcast Centre in
Vancouver. It was produced for Radio-Canada International (RCI), which is the
international relations branch of the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation (CBC). RCI
then distributed the recording to broadcasting networks around the world, and also in
Canada through the libraries of the Canadian Music Centre.17

Today, the orchestral score and parts are available to borrow and purchase through the CMC
Music Library. Access to the original manuscript and sketches of the work are available for
public perusal at the University of British Columbia Special Collections.

16

Jean Coulthard, daybooks 1979–1980, Jean Coulthard Papers, Box 70, Special Collections, University of British
Columbia Library (Vancouver).
17
George Laverock (producer) in discussion with the author, March 22, 2022.
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Chapter 4
First Movement Analysis: Allegro ma non troppo
Form
After her studies with Bernard Wagenaar in the 1940s, Coulthard found confidence in
working with traditional formal structures. By 1950, the classical-era format of sonata-form first
movements, ternary slow movements, and rondo-like finales were utilized consistently across her
sonatas and concertos.1 Fittingly, the first movement of Coulthard’s piano concerto is based on
sonata form, as indicated in the autograph manuscript of the work, which includes Coulthard’s
own markings of traditional sonata-allegro sections2 (Table 1).
Section
Exposition

Development

Recapitulation

Introduction/ First Theme

Measure Number
1–27

Bridge (Part 1)
Transition

28–33, Attacca Agitato
34–35

Bridge (Part 2)
Second Theme

36–43, Tranquillo Meno Mosso
44–68, Quasi Improvisando Dolce

Closing Theme
Development (Part 1)
Transition
Development (Part 2)
First Theme
Bridge
Cadenza
Closing Theme

69–74
75–89, Attacca Risoluto
90–93
94–126, Tranquillo Poco Meno Mosso
127–140
141–151, Attacca Tempo Poco Agitato
152–158
159–170, Tempo Giusto

Second Theme
Coda

171–179
180–187

Table 4.1. Sonata-form design of Coulthard, Piano Concerto, mvt. 1.

1

William Bruneau and David Gordon Duke, Jean Coulthard: A Life in Music (Vancouver: Ronsdale Press, 2005),
78. In 1946–1947, Coulthard composed three sonatas, for solo piano, oboe and piano, and cello and piano. These
works represented the first of many multi-movement sonatas that would follow.
2
The autograph manuscript of Coulthard’s Piano Concerto is housed at the Special Collections at the University of
British Columbia.
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Despite her own indications of sonata-form structure, Coulthard uses it only as a framework for
developing the movement. For instance, the proportions of each subsection within sonata form’s
three-part structure are not conventional: the transitional, bridge, and closing material combined
account for almost one-third of the exposition and the two primary themes are abridged
substantially in the recapitulation. In addition, Coulthard reprises the closing theme before the
second theme in the recapitulation (measure 159). The piano texture of the second theme and the
cadenza are similar: arpeggios in triplets (Fig. 4.1a and 4.1b). As a result, Coulthard may have
opted to reprise the closing theme material, which is staccato and playful, before the second
theme material for contrast and variety.

1a)

1b)

Figures 4.1a and 4.1b. Coulthard, Piano Concerto, mvt. 1, measures 154–155 (a) and 176–178 (b). Excerpts from
both cadenza (a) and second theme material (b) highlight a similar texture.
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Throughout, sections are demarcated through frequent use of fermatas and contrasting tempo
indications, further masking the sonata-form structure. The most defining feature of Coulthard’s
neo-classical approach to sonata form, however, is her reliance on recurring melodic motives,
and not functional tonic-dominant tonal relationships, to characterize each section. Evidence of
this assertion is to be discussed in the remainder of this chapter.

Melody
At the beginning of her Concerto, Coulthard sets a brooding and enigmatic mood by
passing melodic fragments in conversation between the low strings and solo piano. These
melodic fragments are then combined to form two complete statements of the first theme (Fig.
4.2a and 4.2b).

Figure 4.2a. Melodic reduction of Coulthard, Piano Concerto, mvt. 1, measures 5–8. First theme in solo piano.

Figure 4.2b. Melodic reduction of Coulthard, Piano Concerto, mvt. 1, measures 19–22. First theme presented again
in solo piano.
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The first theme consists of two melodic motives. The first motive is made up of an outline of an
ascending triad followed by a descending step (motive X). The second motive (motive Y)
consists of a descending third, in some cases followed by a repeat of the lower note. In Figure
4.2a, the ascending triad in measure 5 is altered to start on the beat and suggests an unfolding E♭
minor triad over an octave, with the third (G♭) in the bass on the downbeat.
Motive X is the most distinctive melodic motive associated with the first theme. Every
phrase in the first theme begins with this melodic outline, and it is especially prominent in the
orchestra leading up to the first bridge (Fig. 4.3). Coulthard’s treatment of the descending whole
step is noteworthy in this section. Most iterations are filled in with two descending chromatic
steps (red), but there are instances of particular melodic interest where the descending whole-step
is subsequently “filled in” with an ascending chromatic half step on the next beat (yellow). In
other words, the descending step is elaborated in one of two ways: filled in by chromatic steps in
one direction or by a whole-step followed by a chromatic inflection in the opposite direction.
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Figure 4.3. Coulthard, Piano Concerto, mvt. 1, measures 23–26. Last phrase of the first theme (transition to the
bridge). Melodic motive of the ascending triad (blue) and descending step (red) presented in succession in the
orchestra tutti.

Motive Y is also emphasized through its placement in the piano within the first phrase, where
Coulthard presents diminished, minor, and major melodic thirds (Fig. 4.4). Her frequent
juxtaposition of triadic harmonies will be discussed in a section on harmony later in this chapter.

Figure 4.4. Melodic reduction of Coulthard, Piano Concerto, mvt. 1, measures 1–4. Melodic motive of the
descending third presented in varying qualities in the opening phrase.

Coulthard’s bridge material connects the first theme to the second and provides textural
contrast through two distinct transitional passages. The first bridge (mm. 28–33) consists of
motive X in rhythmic diminution and stretto. This is followed by a two-measure arpeggiated
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flourish from E♭1 to B♭6 in the piano (mm. 34–35) that connects the two bridge materials (a
transition within the bridge). Furthermore, the second bridge (mm. 36–41) reintroduces motive X
in its original eighth note rhythm, but it is interrupted with arpeggios in uneven subdivisions of
the beat. The improvisatory nature of the arpeggios foreshadows the character of the second
theme: one that shifts from brooding and dramatic to flowing and lyrical.
In contrast to the first theme, the second theme is largely diatonic and improvisatory. In
contrast to motives X and Y, the melody is primarily stepwise with the exception of a descending
perfect fourth or fifth which interrupts the conjunct motion. For the first time, the melody is
assumed by the pianist’s left hand (E2–F4) and is continued in octaves, one octave higher (E4/5–
G5/6) in the right (Fig. 4.5).

Figure 4.5. Coulthard, Piano Concerto, mvt. 1, measures 46–51. The melody (yellow) is transferred between hands
at measure 49.
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Continuing in this vein, the melody appears not only in conversation between the registers of the
piano but is passed from the soloist to members of wind and brass sections for the remainder of
the second theme. The exchange is most prevalent near the end of the second theme, where the
piano and horns alternate phrases (Fig. 4.6).

Figure 4.6. Melodic reduction of Coulthard, Piano Concerto, mvt. 1, measures 57–68. The melody is exchanged
between the soloist and horn players.

The development, marked Attacca Risoluto, is announced in the brass (measure 75). The
thematic material is divided into two contrasting parts, mirroring the first section of a traditional
exposition. In the first section, motive X from the first theme is taken up by the orchestra in a
dotted eighth-note rhythm and motive Y is highlighted through octaves in the piano (measures
75-89). This section is followed by a short piano cadenza, made up of an arpeggiation of an F
dominant-seventh harmony with an added flat-9 (G♭) for harmonic color, which transitions the
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development to a slower and meditative section (mm. 94–112). In this second section, Coulthard
inserts a moment of calm to contrast with the intense virtuosity and drama created earlier in the
development. Like in the second theme, Coulthard prefers stepwise motion punctuated with leaps
larger than a third here.
Unlike the onset of the development, there is no marked return to the first theme at the
recapitulation. Instead, the melodic motives of the first theme return subtly in the orchestra in the
middle of the piano’s dense figuration (mm. 127–128). Here, the low strings outline an F minor
chord in first inversion and the winds follow by emphasizing melodic descending seconds and
thirds, a melodic gesture derived directly from the opening.

Harmony
Coulthard’s harmonic language is triadically based, but these triads generally do not
conform to the functions of common-practice tonality. In her doctoral dissertation on Coulthard’s
piano music, Vivienne Rowley observes:
Tonal centers can be determined and stated in conventional harmonic language, but the
successions or progressions of chords cannot. Instead they illustrate her search for new
combinations and sonorities, the resultant whole being an individual style…responding to
tradition but alive to contemporary trends.3
As Rowley indicates, the creation of tonal centers results from Coulthard’s practice of
composing phrases using notes and triads belonging to the diatonic pitch collections of
prominent bass notes. However, Coulthard chooses key areas for coloristic value instead of
harmonic function,4 resulting in rapid shifts between distantly related keys for kaleidoscopic

3

Reference reproduced in Christine Crookall, “Jean Coulthard’s Sonata for Cello and Piano: A Confluence of
Stylistic Tendencies” (DMA dissertation, University of Texas at Austin, 2001), 59.
4
David Gordon Duke, “The Orchestral Music of Jean Coulthard: A Critical Assessment” (Ph.D. dissertation,
University of Victoria, British Columbia, 1993), 194.
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effect. Throughout the Concerto as a whole, but particularly in the first movement, harmonic
relationships seem to be determined by the minimizing the distance between voices as opposed
to key signature. In other words, Coulthard uses successions of triads related by chromatic voice
leading, much of which can be usefully described with neo-Riemannian theory.5 This practice is
established at the beginning of the movement: there are three examples of Parallel (SLIDE)
triadic transformations in the first eleven measures. The P’(SLIDE) transformation is used to
define a harmonic shift whereby the third of the first triad remains common to the second while
the other two notes move by one semitone in the same direction.6 As a result, the P’ (SLIDE)
transformation allows for a direct shift from major to minor triads (and vice versa) with roots one
semitone apart. Coulthard begins the piece by outlining an F minor triad in the low strings. The
key of F minor (four flats) is initially adopted by the pianist’s immediate response, but the
harmony subtly shifts to a tonally distant E major triad (four sharps). Coulthard highlights the
unusual juxtaposition of keys by way of the enharmonic common tone (G#/A♭), putting each
triad in first inversion so that through its placement in the bass, relatedness between F minor and
E major is established by parsimonious voice leading (Fig. 4.7). This results in a harmonic shift
that is abrupt but not jarring.
The next example of triads related through P’(SLIDE) triadic transformation occurs in the
second half of the first phrase (mm. 3-4), between E minor and E♭ major in first inversion. The
shared G in the bass allows for minimal movement in voice-leading through parallel fifths or
fourths in upper parts. Finally, Coulthard uses the same technique to shift from A minor to A♭
major (mm. 10–11). Coulthard’s extensive use of the P’ (SLIDE) transformation at the beginning

5

Joseph Straus, “Motive, Voice Leading, and Harmony” in Introduction to Post-Tonal Theory, 4th edition (Upper
Saddle River, NJ: Prentice Hall, 2000), 188. Triads are connected through minimal movement in the voice-leading.
6
Ibid, 189. Example: F minor to E major.
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of the piece introduces harmonic ambiguity that will pervade the entire movement. Specifically,
the shifting semitone relationships prevalent here contribute to the enigmatic character of the
opening.7

Figure 4.7. Three examples of Parallel (SLIDE) triadic transformations from measures 1–11. Coulthard highlights
parsimonious voice leading (two voices descending by semitone with one remaining constant) by placing the triads
in first inversion so that common tone is in the bass.

Coulthard continues to juxtapose major and minor triads with roots one semitone apart beyond
the first three phrases of the movement. In the second bridge (mm. 39–41), Coulthard alternates
between D minor and C# major triads, again using a common tone (F/E#) placed in the bass to
highlight the unusual juxtaposition of keys. Another extended passage exemplifying this
relationship is in the closing theme (mm. 71–74), where A♭ major is juxtaposed with A minor
through clear arpeggiations and outlines of each triad.
Coulthard writes other colorful progressions related by other types of triadic
transformation. Three other types are prevalent throughout this movement: Parallel (P),8 Leading
Tone (L),9 and Relative (R).10 Further neo-Riemannian analysis of Coulthard’s treatment of

7

Duke, “The Orchestral Music of Jean Coulthard,” 157. Duke notes that the harmonic ambiguity in this movement
is introduced through the incipient semi-tonal relationship between F/E in the first theme and D/C# in the second
theme.
8
Straus, Introduction to Post-Tonal Theory, 188. Two triads are related by a Parallel (P) triadic transformation when
a major triad becomes a minor triad and vice versa. An example would be a change from C major to C minor.
9
Ibid. Two triads are related by a Leading Tone (L) triadic transformation when the third of a major triad becomes
the root of a minor triad (and vice versa). One voice moves by one semitone. An example would be a change from C
major to E minor.
10
Ibid. Two triads are related by a Relative (R) transformation when the root of a major triad becomes the third of a
minor triad (and vice versa). One voice moves by two semitones. An example would be a change from C major to A
minor.
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triads in passages of particular harmonic interest reveals her distinctive harmonic voice, one she
believed was reflective of the musical developments of her time, despite a generally neoRomantic approach, especially in form and pianistic texture.11
In the first theme, Coulthard composes a progression of triads related by Parallel (P),
Relative (R), and Leading Tone (L) transformations (Fig. 4.8). At the beginning of the phrase,
she alternates between P and R, which results in juxtaposed major and minor sonorities.
However, Coulthard combines two transformations (while still keeping one common tone) when
she wanted to preserve the quality of two tonally distant triads.12 For example, to get from a C#
minor to A minor triad, both L (C# minor to A major) and P (A major to A minor)
transformations are needed. Even so, the E remains common between them, and each voice
moves by semitone in opposite directions, resulting in two distant triads that are nonetheless
related through semi-tonal voice leading.

Figure 4.8. Harmonic reduction of first theme material (measures 13–18) to highlight P and/or L triadic
transformations.

Likewise, Coulthard presents ten tonally distant major and minor triads in the first three
measures of the development. (Fig. 4.9) She connects the triads by preserving at least one
common-tone between each harmony in the sequence. The P’(SLIDE) transformation continues

11

Duke, “The Orchestral Music of Jean Coulthard,” 157.
Straus, Introduction to Post-Tonal Theory, 188. One transformation will change the quality of the triad from
major to minor.
12
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to be prominent here. In instances where movement in the voice leading is even more minimal,
Coulthard uses simple R, P, and L transformations on occasion to preserve two common tones
between triads.

Figure 4.9. Harmonic reduction of the beginning of the development (measures 75–78) to highlight P’ (SLIDE), L,
LP, PL, and R triadic transformations.

In contrast to Coulthard’s frequent shift between major and minor sonorities, other
passages of harmonic interest feature extended progressions of successive minor triads. This is
most evident in the last phrase of first theme when the music starts to gain momentum for the
following bridge (Fig. 4.10). Most of the minor triads in this passage (mm. 23–31) share at least
one common tone with the previous triad, while other voices move by step; when that is not the
case, the roots are separated by half-step or whole-step.
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Figure 4.10. Harmonic reduction of mm. 23–31. Successive minor triads have either at least one common tone
between them or have roots related by half step (HS) or whole step (WS).

The discussion thus far reveals the basis of Coulthard’s harmonic language as juxtaposed
major and minor triads related by common tone or stepwise voice leading. Furthermore, her
combination of triads often results in passages of lydian, dorian, and octatonic harmony, though
there is no evidence to suggest that Coulthard deliberately limited her language to modal pitch
collections for particular phrases at the time of composition: on the contrary, she instinctively
combined triads to create new sonorities.
Lydian inflection occurs most frequently in this movement, particularly in the second
theme (mm. 44–68). Here, as a precursor to an extended lydian passage, B♭ and C major triads
are juxtaposed, then combined (Fig. 4.11a) to present the notes of the B♭ lydian scale (Fig.
4.11b). The prominent B♭ in the bass highlights the E natural as the raised 4th scale degree of B♭
major, as opposed to the leading tone of F major.
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Figure 4.11a. Coulthard, Piano Concerto, mvt. 1, mm. 47–51. C major (green) and B-flat major (red) harmonies are
juxtaposed, then combine to present notes of the B-flat lydian scale.

Figure 4.11b. B-flat-lydian scale in measure 45.

Following this short passage, Coulthard luxuriates in a lydian-inflected sonority to extend the
second theme and transition into the closing theme (mm. 64–71) – a particularly transcendent
moment in this movement. She begins this section with a pedal point on E in the bass and the
raised 4th degree, A#, is heard as an added note for color within a diatonic E major collection,
(Fig. 4.12a) resulting in an E-lydian pitch collection. (Fig. 4.12b) In the same manner, the
following two ideas are also lydian-inflected but based on different diatonic collections (threesharp collection over D in mm. 67-68, and one-sharp collection over C in mm. 69–70).
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Figure 4.12a. Coulthard, Piano Concerto, mvt. 1, measures 64–66. A 5-sharp collection with E in the bass results in
lydian inflection in the second theme.

Figure 4.12b. E-lydian scale in measures 64 – 66.

Coulthard’s modal harmonies in this movement also encompass two brief moments of
dorian inflection which lead to the recapitulation (Fig. 4.13a). Here, two orchestral fragments of
the first theme (mm. 122–123 and measure 124) are answered by parallel sevenths in the piano
using the pitches of the E dorian scale (Fig. 4.13b) and G dorian scale (Fig. 4.13c), respectively.
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Figure 4.13a. Coulthard, Piano Concerto, mvt. 1, measures 122–126. Piano’s response (parallel sevenths) to
orchestra’s melodic fragments (parallel sevenths) in dorian modes: E Dorian (measure 124) and G dorian (measure
126).

Figure 4.13b. E-dorian scale in measure 122-123.

Figure 4.13c. G-dorian scale in measure 124.

Coulthard’s harmonic vocabulary extends beyond the use of modal scales to the inclusion of
fleeting moments of octatonic harmony though the term “octatonicism” was brand-new at the
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time that the Concerto was composed.13 Towards the end of the movement in the cadenza (Fig.
4.14a), all the pitches of OCT (0,1) are present. (Fig. 4.14b) Characteristic chromatic semitones
of the octatonic scale, in this case C/C# and A/A#, respectively, are emphasized by the
alternation of the pitches on every beat. Similarly, the next measure (measure 155) is transposed
down by half a step. However, it is not an exact transposition: Coulthard replaces the expected
E# with E, suggesting that she was attracted to the sound of what is now commonly defined as
“octatonicism.”

Figure 4.14a. Coulthard, Piano Concerto, mvt. 1, measures 153–155. Cadenza. Juxtapositions of C/C# and A/A#.

Figure 4.14b. Octatonic (0,1) pitch collection in measure 154.

13

The term “octatonic” was first reified by Arthur Berger in his seminal article “Problems of Pitch Organization in
Stravinsky,” in Perspectives of New Music 2, no. 1 (Autumn-Winter 1963): 11–42.
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Finally, the closing theme in the recapitulation (mm. 161–173) features both lydian
coloration and an underlying octatonic structure. To begin this section, a two-measure phrase in
lydian harmony (Fig. 4.15a) is sequenced up a minor third twice. It is striking that chords on the
downbeats of each transposition (a non-functional dominant seventh chord in 4/2 position)
together comprise all but one of the notes of an octatonic collection (Fig. 4.15b). If Coulthard
had sequenced the passages by one more iteration, the OCT (0,1) would be complete (Fig.
4.15c).

Figure 4.15a. Coulthard, Piano Concerto, mvt. 1, measures 159–160. Closing theme in the Recapitulation. This twomeasure phrase is sequenced up a minor third twice in the following measures. Lydian modality is used throughout
this section.

Figure 4.15b. Harmonic reduction of the downbeats of each two-measure sequence, measures 159,161, and 163,
respectively.
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Figure 4.15c. Pitches from Figure 4.15b rearranged to form an almost-complete OCT (0,1) collection (missing F#).

In summary, the varying frequency with which Coulthard changes from one harmony to
another is idiomatic – in some passages, major and minor triads are rapidly juxtaposed, and in
others, she extends one harmony for a few measures. Furthermore, passages with modal and
octatonic inflection are inserted among predominantly diatonic phrases. Coulthard’s harmonic
language is triadic, but the succession of triads is unpredictable. Therefore, the resulting
combination of sonorities, informed by twentieth-century European and North American
developments in harmony, defines Coulthard’s style.

Considerations for Performance
From the perspective of a classical pianist, this author suggests practical ways that the
preceding analysis may inform a performance of the first movement (Allegro ma non troppo) of
Coulthard’s Concerto. Considerations regarding the timing, role of the piano, and piano
technique will be addressed with the goal of preserving the structural integrity and narrative of
this episodic movement.
As previously mentioned, Coulthard’s frequent use of fermatas gives interpretive
freedom to the performing ensemble in terms of movement from one section to the next.14
However, with that freedom comes the risk of structural fragmentation, because the recurring
motivic content of this movement is obscured by frequent changes in orchestration and texture.

14

There are a total of nineteen fermatas in this movement.
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As a result, the interpretation of the fermatas should be put in the service of providing unity and
cohesiveness. Coulthard uses fermatas in different contexts, so they must be interpreted
individually when considering how much time to allow for each. The first fermata (measure 8)
highlights Coulthard’s penchant for combining piano with tremolo in the timpani (measures 22
and 74 also feature the same orchestration). As a result, the pianist and timpanist should let the
natural decay of the sound dictate the length of the fermata. In other instances, Coulthard writes
fermatas above specific notes within phrases to indicate expressive emphasis through time
(measures 58, 185, and 187). The beat should be maintained through such fermatas, albeit with
flexibility and rubato. Furthermore, while it is natural for the orchestra to pause during the piano
cadenza, Coulthard inserts them for shorter piano flourishes throughout the piece (measures 34,
180) allowing for the spontaneous timing from the soloist. These piano flourishes are often
arpeggiated chords on a single harmony from low to high register, leading to a natural
accelerando through each. Finally, fermatas are used to clarify sections the sonata-form structure
(measures 22, 93, 140). The most time should be dedicated to these pauses.
Though this work was not conceived with extramusical references, suggesting a
narrative, informed by the role of the piano, helps the performer (and consequently listeners)
unify the labyrinth of masked melodic motives and constantly shifting harmonies throughout the
movement. In the tradition of the nineteenth-century piano concerto, the soloist is presented as
equal to the orchestra, though the relationship between the two forces evolves as the movement
progresses. At the opening, Coulthard uses the orchestra to gently oppose ideas presented by the
soloist. The orchestra begins pianissimo, on an anacrusis, by outlining an F minor triad in first
inversion. Coulthard subsequently affirms the F minor centricity when the piano enters (measure
2). However, she uses the piano to suggest an alternative harmonization of the Ab pedal in the
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bass through an E Major triad in first inversion by treating Ab as its enharmonic equivalent, G#.
When the orchestra gently persists in foregrounding F centricity (mm. 2–3), the soloist suggests
Eb major/minor as a harmonization to F minor’s subtonic but returns to E major in the melody
before pausing on E minor at the end of the introductory phrase (Fig. 4.16). Because the
harmonic shifts are of particular interest in the first four measures, the soloist should match the
orchestra’s pianissimo and voice the chords equally without giving preference to the melody.
However, at measure five, where the melodic motives are introduced, the voicing must shift
towards the melody, as Coulthard indicates through accents and mezzo forte.

Figure 4.16. Coulthard, Piano Concerto, mvt. I, measures 1–8. Orchestra suggests a tonal center of F minor while
the piano suggests exploring E or Eb instead.
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The role of the piano becomes increasingly integrated as the piece progresses. At the
second theme, Coulthard passes lyrical melodies between orchestra and the piano. For instance,
the horns get a full 4-measure phrase of sweeping melody and luscious counterpoint (mm. 60–
63), and this melody is then echoed and extended by the soloist (mm. 64–68). This is in contrast
to the relationship established in the first theme, where the soloist often interrupts the orchestra
mid-thought. Though the piano part is densely scored in this passage through chords doubled at
the octave accompanied by an arpeggiated bassline, the melody must project strongly in order to
create seamless transitions to and from lyrical brass passages.
In contrast, at the beginning of the development, the piano serves the purpose of embellishing
main themes (again, presented by the brass) through virtuosic octaves and arpeggiated chords.
Because the octaves are played staccato and are placed in a high register (mm. 75–80), a mezzo
forte, instead of subito forte, dynamic should be considered in the absence of Coulthard’s own
dynamic marking. In the following phrase (mm. 81–87), the orchestra’s theme is completed by
the piano, marking a seamless relationship between the piano and orchestra for the first time.
In the recapitulation, Coulthard communicates a newfound confidence: the pianist
continues through bravura arpeggios and octaves, and the orchestra features the horns and
trumpets with greater frequency. Finally, the end of the movement recalls the brooding mood of
the opening through short melodic fragments in conversation between the pianist and orchestra -in this instance, with a solo clarinet affirming the triadic harmonies suggested by the soloist. In
general, Coulthard capitalizes on the possibilities afforded to a composer when writing a largescale work for large performing forces, namely through variety in orchestration and texture. As a
result, suggestion of an increasingly agreeable relationship between the soloist and orchestra
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through carefully considered decisions about voicing will provide the illusion of progress, as
opposed to one that presents a succession of intriguing but disjointed sections.
The piano technique required of the soloist is challenging but not inaccessible to a skilled
professional pianist. Coulthard’s writing is idiomatic for the instrument, owing to her own
serious studies at the piano throughout childhood. Notable technical challenges in this movement
include: arpeggiated chords with atypical intervallic content, rapid successions of bombastic
octaves, and voicing dense, solid chords with rapid accompaniments. However, the main
challenge is artistic: Coulthard’s expressive markings are abundant, especially with regard to
articulation and tempo change. The frequency with which she uses indications such as poco
ritardando, meno mosso, poco allargando, accelerando poco a poco, and accelerando, to name a
few, suggests she thought the tempo should be Allegro ma non troppo overall, but nebulous. If
each indication is followed to the extreme, the movement risks being erratic and episodic.
The soloist remains active for much of the movement, playing continuously throughout
the development and conversing with the orchestra in the exposition and recapitulation. As a
result, the pianist and conductor must come to a mutual agreement regarding the flow of the
movement, as there are no long orchestral tuttis or piano solos to compensate for any
discrepancies in interpretation. In the hands of skilled professionals, this movement has the
potential to be a cohesive and accessible introduction to Coulthard’s music.
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Chapter 5
Second Movement Analysis: Arioso

Form
Coulthard regarded form as the foremost consideration for a composer.1 As a result, she
used techniques to ensure that structural elements were communicated clearly in sound, and not
only through in-depth study of her scores. In the second movement of the Piano Concerto,
Arioso, she creates contrasting sections through frequent changes in orchestration, and in most
instances, she uses fermatas to mark each section’s close.
This movement is organized in rondo form: ABACABA. 2 Each section varies in length,
so the return of sections may also be interpreted as melodic fragments that recur within a more
macroscopic view of form. Nonetheless, melodic and rhythmic motives recur in an organized
pattern (Table 5.1) and unify the movement despite frequent changes in texture and
orchestration.

1

Jean Coulthard, “Lecture Notes: Okanagan Music Festival Lectures,” handwritten note (1968?), Jean Coulthard
Papers, Special Collections, University of British Columbia (Vancouver), 5. Coulthard writes, “the problem of form
is always the severest challenge to a composer’s craft and inspiration.”
2
David Gordon Duke analyzes the form of this movement as double binary with a slight developmental extension of
the first set of B material. He delineates the form through the reprise of specific tonal centers, though the return of
melodic and rhythmic motives suggests otherwise.
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Section

Measures

A

1–16

B

17–25

A

26–36

C

37–57

A

58–61

Cadenza

61–69

B

70–78

A

79–86

Musical Example

Table 5.1. Formal organization of Coulthard, Piano Concerto, mvt. 2.

Though the overall form of the concerto reflects the nineteenth-century tradition in its
three-movement structure (fast-slow-fast), Coulthard chose not to conclude the first movement
with drama and finality. Instead, the enigmatic mood of the first movement’s opening returns at
its conclusion with quiet and fragmented wind cadenzas in conversation with the soloist. This
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meditative affect is then continued and amplified in the second movement. The Arioso begins
with a piano solo in a simple unaccompanied song texture in triple meter, in a manner similar to
the opening of the slow movement of Ravel’s Piano Concerto in G Major.

Melody
The A sections of the movement are defined by a three-note melodic motive that is
comprised of a pitch followed by its half-step upper neighbor and a return to the original pitch, in
a dotted-eighth note rhythm. Coulthard simultaneously introduces the motive’s inversion in the
accompaniment and a chromatic variation in measures 1 and 2, respectively. In the first A
section (mm. 1–16), the motive begins a mostly stepwise, chromatically-inflected opening
melody played semplice lento in the piano without orchestral accompaniment (Fig. 5.1). Overall,
the melodies in this movement are stepwise because they are easily harmonized by triadic
transformation and functional diatonic progressions, to be discussed in the following section. The
motive is then answered in alternation by high strings and winds with unadorned harmonic
seconds and fourths (Fig. 5.2 and mm. 11–16). The orchestral response in both cases features
sparse orchestration, and entrances on the eighth-note pulse gives the illusion of a slow passage
of time.
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Figure 5.1. Coulthard, Piano Concerto, mvt. 2, measures 1–4.

Figure 5.2. Coulthard, Piano Concerto, mvt. 2, measures 4–6.

The B sections (mm. 17–25 and, later, mm. 70–78) feature changes in orchestration and
rhythm (Fig. 5.3) as opposed to contrasting melodic material. The low strings accompany the
high winds; rhythmically, flowing sixteenth notes contrast with the eighth notes that are
foregrounded in the A section. The shorter note values give the impression that the music is
moving faster, so, as a result, the mood changes from melancholic to mildly agitated across the A
and B sections. The melodic material of the B section is similar to the opening in terms of its
stepwise movement, but it is distinguished by its melodic arc: it begins with a melodic descent
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(an inversion of the orchestral melodic ascent at the opening) and ends without resolution in an
upward trajectory ending with a fermata (measure 25).

Figure 5.3. Coulthard, Piano Concerto, mvt. 2, measures 17–19.

The next return of the A section (mm. 26–35) is recognizable by its opening half-step
melodic motive (Fig. 5.4). Like the initial A section, the melodic motive is altered but
recognizable: the motives introduced in the treble parts of the piano at the beginning are
switched (measure 26), and in measure 27, the motive maintains its overall shape, though
expanded by wider intervals (the dotted-eighth note by step and descends thereafter). Overall, the
melody spans a wider range here (D#4–G6) compared to the opening (C#4–B5). Unlike the
series of short phrases played in alternation by soloist and orchestra in the first iteration of A, this
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reprise is shortened substantially because it consists of a single long phrase, delicately
accompanied by the orchestra.

Figure 5.4. Coulthard, Piano Concerto, mvt. 2, measures 26–31.

Coulthard creates a sense of lyricism in the C section (mm. 37–57), marked dolce
cantabile and poco piu mosso. She achieves this by further subdividing the eighth-note pulse into
triplet sixteenths (as opposed to duple sixteenths in the first B section), while maintaining tension
through polyrhythms of two against three. The triplet sixteenth notes, which outline wideranging intervals and locally diatonic chords, are used as accompanimental figures in both the
orchestra and piano (Fig. 5.5). This is a departure from the largely chromatic and contrapuntal
accompaniments (especially in the left hand of the soloist) presented up to this point.
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Figure 5.5. Coulthard, Piano Concerto, mvt. 2, measures 51–55.

Though the C section begins with a motive similar to that in the beginning, it has been altered to
highlight this contrasting section’s dolce quality. Instead of a returning half or whole step
neighbor (Fig. 5.6a), the first note departs by descending leap and returns by an ascending
whole-step (Fig. 5.6b).
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a.

b.

Figure 5.6. The three-note melodic motive from section A in measures 1 and 6 (a) differs melodically to the one
from section C in measures 37 and 44 despite rhythmic similarities.

The third reprise of the A section (mm. 58–61) is closely related to the initial statement in
terms of melodic, harmonic, and rhythmic elements, but is reorchestrated this time as orchestral
tutti. By changing the orchestration of the opening melody, Coulthard indicates a sense of
progress made up until this point, suggesting that the lighter and contrasting C section that
immediately preceded it had an influence in relieving the main theme’s consistently somber
affect. The movement closes (mm. 79–87) with fragments of the opening melody once again in
conversation with quiet high strings, reinforcing Coulthard’s tendency to begin and end
movements in a similar manner.

Harmony
As discussed in Chapter 4, Coulthard’s harmonic language in the first movement is
mostly defined by rapid successions of triadic harmonies related by proximate voice-leading.
Coulthard uses this same technique in the transition to the Arioso. The first movement ends on an
F minor triad (F-Ab-C), while the second movement begins outlining a G# minor triad (G#-B-
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D#). Pivoting on an enharmonic equivalent (Ab/G#) allows Coulthard to provide an aural link
through Relative (R) then Parallel (P) triadic transformations. Unlike the harmony in the first
movement, however, the Arioso begins with strong implications of harmonies related by a
functional progression: a descending fifths sequence (Fig. 5.7).

Figure 5.7. A harmonic reduction of Coulthard, Piano Concerto, mvt. 2, measures 1–9, illustrating a descending
fifths sequence (notes not present in the score are in black parentheses).

Coulthard obscures a descending-fifths sequence through a chromatically inflected melody,
sparse texture (omission of the bassline), and rhythmic displacement. A pedal tone on G-sharp
through the first two measures reinforces G-sharp minor as the opening tonal center. However,
by the second measure, the upper voices (B and D#) move by a whole step (C# and E#,
respectively), implying root harmonic motion by a descending fifth. Subsequently, the E-sharp in
the melody is “resolved” to F-sharp minor in the piano by measure 3 (rhythmically displaced by
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one sixteenth note and confirmed by clear bass motion to F# on the second eighth), but the music
does not rest here. Instead, the strings enter with unadorned intervals of fourths and seconds,
implying a continuation of the descending fifths sequence given the characteristic descent by
step from pair to pair. The soloist enters again and confirms A minor, the next harmony in the
sequence, but in contrast to the relatively fast harmonic rhythm of the sequence in the strings, A
minor does not resolve to D minor on the next beat. While the melody is immediately diatonic to
D minor for the entire second phrase (mm. 7–11), Coulthard interpolates the sequence with
related harmonies of G minor (IV) and E♭ (♭II, or Neapolitan of D minor), before establishing D
minor in all voices by measure 10 (Fig. 5.7 blue parentheses).

Figure 5.8. A harmonic reduction of Coulthard, Piano Concerto, mvt. 2, measures 11–12, illustrating the
continuation of an implied descending fifths sequence from D minor.

The descending fifths sequence is continued by the strings in a similar manner (Fig. 5.8).
Following, the music remains centered around B♭/A# for the longest period thus far (measures
13–19). Fitting with clearer indications of Coulthard’s tonal approach in this movement, at
measure 16, Coulthard emphasizes a dominant to tonic relationship (E#-A#) through a cadential
progression (i-vi-iv-v-i) (Fig. 5.9).
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Figure 5.9. Coulthard, Piano Concerto, mvt. 2, measures 12–17. A dominant-tonic cadence prefaced by vestiges of a
functional cadential progression.

B-flat is established as a tonal center in this passage, emphasized by long pedal tone in the horns
and though its return (enharmonically spelled as A#) in measure 17. Consequently, music in
between can be interpreted as a tonal progression. The progression consists of a stepwise melody
harmonized by vestiges of a descending thirds sequence (measure 15, beat 1) followed by a
dominant-to-tonic cadence. The arrival on the dominant (E#) particularly salient because of the
fermata and strong pre-dominant harmony that precedes it. Specifically, the D# minor chord in
measure 16 is prolonged and emphasized as functional pre-dominant harmony in the progression
through the coupling of D# in the bass over an octave descent (mm. 15–16). Despite Coulthard’s
use of a common chord progression, this passage is idiosyncratic in its metrical ambiguity:
eighth notes are grouped under three two-note slurs, creating tension with the three-note
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groupings of compound duple meter. As a result of the cross-rhythm (or, implied hemiola),
harmonic changes occur on weak beats.
As in the first movement, Coulthard is fluid in her juxtaposition of major and minor
triads. However, there are passages of parallel harmony, which seems deliberate. For example,
the primary chords that make up the progression in measures 12–17 (Fig. 25) are all minor triads,
as opposed to the major VI and V triads expected in harmonic and melodic minor cadential
progressions. Coulthard also uses this technique for the transition to the C section (mm. 36–37),
where parallel F#, E, and D minor triads are emphasized through long dotted quarter notes.
Additionally, Coulthard loosely bases the harmony in transition away from the C section (Fig.
5.10) on parallel ninth chords. The harmony here is thoughtfully ambiguous because of
suspensions and anticipations in the bass.

Figure 5.10. Coulthard, Piano Concerto, mvt. 2, measures 48–50. Parallel succession of ninth chords.

In harmonically ambiguous passages, Coulthard underscores coloristic sonorities and
chromatic melodies with long and discreet pedal tones, often used to clarify tonal centricity. For
example, she emphasizes A#/B♭ and G# as new tonal centers to mark the beginning of both B
sections (mm. 17–19 and mm. 70–72), respectively, through doubling pedal tones on those
pitches in the low strings with the brass. These sustained pedal tones provide harmonic
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cohesiveness to the meandering melody in the flutes and chromatic accompaniment in the violins
(Fig. 5.11).

Figure 5.11. Coulthard, Piano Concerto, mvt. 2, mm. 17–19.
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As previously discussed on pages 64–69, the melodic content of this movement is
comprised primarily of stepwise diatonic or chromatic motion. A study of the bassline, supported
by clear pedal tones, also reveals that Coulthard prefers stepwise motion in her harmonic voice
leading as well. In other words, her stepwise bassline at the return of the A section (Fig. 5.12)
suggests that the inversions of triads (perhaps even harmonies themselves) were chosen with this
bassline in mind.

Figure 5.12. Harmonic reduction of Coulthard, Piano Concerto, mvt. 2, measures 26–31.

Furthermore, the diatonic underpinning of this movement is supported by smooth
transitions between closely related diatonic collections. This tendency is in contrast to
Coulthard’s approach to the first movement, where there are frequent instances of juxtaposed
chromatic pitch collections. An analysis of the pitches in the C section (mm. 37–57) and cadenza
(mm. 61–69) reveals this practice.
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Figure 5.13. Coulthard, Piano Concerto, mvt. 2, mm. 35–44.
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At the beginning of the C section (Fig. 5.13), the harmony alternates between F# minor
and E minor before settling in D minor (mm. 37–38). Here, the music is not sequential and root
motion around the circle of fifths is not inferred, but Coulthard’s gradual subtraction of sharps
(or addition of flats) across each beat results in smoother harmonic shifts. She continues this
practice in the next phrase by introducing increasingly flat-oriented diatonic collections. Here,
the music tonicizes A minor (measure 39), G minor (mm. 40–41), and F minor (mm. 42–44)
progressively though chords that could be interpreted in each respective minor key. For example,
the A-flat major harmony in measures 41–42 is unexpected coming from G minor but serves as
both an interruption and diatonic pivot chord to F minor.
Moreover, the cadenza presents a condensed version of Coulthard’s tendency to move
through diatonic collections related by the circle of fifths. A closer look beyond the steady
increase of accidentals until measure 67 reveals that Coulthard adds flats and sharps in the order
expected within diatonic harmony (Fig. 5.14). Listening to the passage, this framework is not
immediately clear given that the music never settles on a tonal center and has a uniform texture.
However, because of this idiosyncratic technique, the harmony is smooth and evolves gradually.
If the keys in the circle of fifths are represented by twelve colors on a wheel, the passage
gradually morphs from one color to the next in a counterclockwise direction (Fig. 5.14).
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Figure 5.14. Coulthard, Piano Concerto, mvt. 2, mm. 60–67.
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In summation, Coulthard continuously strikes a balance between using conventional
formal structures and tonal frameworks with newer developments in harmony. Recognizable
melodic motives recur in a rondo structure but are largely stepwise, giving Coulthard freedom to
manipulate the proportions and orchestration of each section. Despite the pervasive use of
parallel harmonies and chromaticism (grounded by pedal tones), this movement’s diatonic
framework emerges clearly – more clearly, perhaps, than that of to the first movement.
Descending fifths sequences (actual or implied), tonal progressions, and a tendency to shift
systematically through diatonic collections related by the circle of fifths corroborate this
assertion.

Performance Considerations
With the delicate song-like opening of the Arioso, Coulthard ushers in a newfound sense
of introspection, improvisation, and simplicity. Nonetheless, the timbre of the opening chord
should be voiced in relation to the F minor chord that closed the first movement (Fig. 5.15a) as
opposed to the beginning of an unrelated piece. Coulthard rhythmically displaces the bass Gsharp by one eighth note resulting in harmonic ambiguity in the upper voices (B and D-sharp).
The initial B-D# dyad suggests possible B-major tonality, which would create a shocking tritone
shift in relation to F minor, but this possibility is quickly thwarted by the G-sharp in the bass on
the second eighth note (Fig. 5.15b). The harmonic relationship between the ending of the first
movement to the beginning of the second movement (F minor to G#/A♭ minor) foreshadows the
third-related harmonies that permeate this movement.
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Figure 5.15. A harmonic reduction of Coulthard, Piano Concerto, mvt. 1, measure 190 (a) and mvt. 2, measure 1
(b).

The following discussion of performance considerations will focus on issues of ensemble
and voicing in the Arioso, for a few reasons. First, Coulthard’s improvisatory approach to rhythm
and extended lyrical melodies creates opportunities for rubato that should be discussed and
rehearsed as an ensemble. Second, rare instances of contrapuntal passages can be voiced
according to personal preferences. Finally, fast-moving and chromatic left-hand accompaniments
in the soloist’s part can become blurred with regular pedaling (as Coulthard indicates to change
the sustain pedal every half measure), resulting in a uniform and unnuanced texture.
Whenever the soloist has the melody, it enters with a consistent melodic rhythm, namely
a dotted eighth note followed by steady sixteenths (mostly in duple with the occasional triplet
subdivision) (entrances at measures 1, 6, 26, 44, 79, 84). The soloist should look to the
accompanying figuration to determine the degree of rhythmic freedom afforded to each melody.
When the melody is placed above a simple, often unaccompanied contrapuntal texture in the
piano (beginning at measures 1, 6, 26, 84), the soloist should present the rhythm in a simple,
measured, and emotionally detached manner – similar to Ravel’s style of performance witnessed
first-hand by Coulthard as a teenager. In other instances, the melody is accompanied by triplet
sixteenth notes (beginning at measures 37, 44). The shift from duple to triple subdivisions of the
beat suggests a more improvisatory approach should be taken for these phrases. Practically
speaking, this means the performer should not rush the triplets to fit precisely so that the melody
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mirrors the opening tempo and play with rubato. As previously mentioned, these free-flowing
triplets dominate the C section (mm. 37–57). The music returns to the main theme after the C
section (measure 58), where a measured approach can resume.
Furthermore, the regularity of the rhythm complements a meandering and improvised
melody. With the return of each section within the rondo-like form, the melody progressively
reaches wider ranges and registers (see, for example, mm. 1–16, mm. 26–35). As a result, the
extended phrases must be sustained (for example, the return of the A section [mm. 26–34] is one
long phrase), and tension between non-stepwise intervals must be created to mirror the melody’s
searching quality through finger legato.
The melody is almost exclusively in the upper voice in both the piano and orchestra.
Consequently, all melodies must be projected above accompanying notes to highlight recurring
rhythmic and melodic motives that illuminate this movement’s underlying rondo-like structure.
However, whenever the piano has three or four contrapuntal lines, it is accompanied by sparse
orchestration. This texture allows the soloist artistic freedom to choose which voice(s) to place in
relief from the texture. In most cases, the inner voices move chromatically or diatonically by step
for harmonic interest, but there are a few rare instances where the inner voice can be brought out
as equal counterpoint to the melody. For example, the soloist’s second entrance (mm. 7–9)
features a noteworthy melodic descent by an octave in the lower treble register of the piano,
followed by counterpoint in the bass register of the piano (Fig. 5.16).
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Figure 5.16. Coulthard, Piano Concerto, mvt. 2, mm. 4–11.

In addition to voicing considerations, thoughtful pedaling contributes to clarity in voicing
and harmonic richness. Coulthard includes occasional sostenuto pedal indications (primarily
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directions to change it every beat), which proves to be successful for the leaner textures of the
movement (section A material). However, unexpected harmonies occur most frequently through
chromaticism in the inner voices, so if the soloist were to continue pedaling in a similar manner
throughout the piece, harmonic variety would be lost. For example, the soloist has an
accompaniment (in triplets) in the left hand in the C section (mm. 44–47). A full pedal change on
every eighth-note beat would result in harmonies that are not sustained enough to support a
melody which is placed in a high register, especially with the orchestra playing a background
role in the phrase. Instead, half pedals changed more frequently should be used to create a veiled
sound in the accompaniment while preserving clarity in the melody (Fig. 5.17). In this passage,
given that the orchestra is sustaining the B-flat, keeping the bass in the pedal is not of concern to
the pianist.
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Figure 5.17. Coulthard, Piano Concerto, mvt. 2, mm. 42–47.

Tremolos and trills are present in all orchestral instrument groups as well as both hands
of the piano, suggesting a quiet murmuring that persists mysteriously as the background color for
the movement. As a result, these types of figurations must be played as quietly as possible,
especially in the bright high register of the piano (measures 39–41). Gradations of dynamics in
the soft range occur naturally through orchestration. In other words, more instruments are
engaged for sections marked mezzo piano while few are for those marked pianissimo, and it will
be at the discretion of the conductor to listen for the cumulative effect.
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In summation, given the relative uniformity of rhythm and texture of this movement, its
success depends on sensitive voicing of melodies and careful attention to subtle harmonic
changes. The music differs from the first movement in its lack of dramatic intensity but can be
interpreted in three contrasting parts: measured and dark sections flank a free and hopeful
interlude.
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Chapter 6
Third Movement Analysis: Finale

Form
As she does in the Arioso, Coulthard uses a seven-part rondo/compound ternary form
(ABACABA) for the Finale (Table 6.1). Unlike the other movements, however, the sections of
the form are clearly established through distinctive contrasts in melody, rhythm, and
orchestration. Moreover, new sections occur at approximately regular time intervals, resulting in
music that has unexpected shifts but is also formally balanced.

Section
Introduction
A
B
Cadenza
A
C
A
B
Cadenza
A/ Coda

Measure Numbers
1–6
6–40
41–71
72–82
82–91 (lead in based on A)
91–116
117–154
154–180
181–200
201–207
208–234

Expressive Marking
Allegro marcato
Allegro energico
A l’istesso tempo
A piacere leggiero e brilliante
Tempo primo
Andante grazioso/ meno mosso
Pesante/ leggiero scherzando

Table 6.1. Seven-part rondo/compound ternary design of Coulthard, Piano Concerto, mvt. 3.

A short and dramatic introduction (mm. 1–6) foreshadows the fiery intensity that pervades most
of this movement. The opening melodic ascent, presented first in the brass in a low register and
later joined by the soloist and rest of the orchestra as it reaches higher registers, results in an
intense crescendo and dramatic sweep over only six measures (Fig. 6.1).
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Figure 6.1. Coulthard, Piano Concerto, mvt. 3, measures 1–6. Introduction.

The movement is marked Allegro Marcato, which fits the metric displacement of the
introduction and following A sections. After the six-measure introduction, the main theme of the
A section begins. Shifting accents and time signatures characterize this section (mm. 6–40).
Though written in 𝟑𝟒, every other beat is accentuated in the soloist’s first entrance of the theme,
suggesting duple meter. However, the rhythmic regularity is interrupted by shifting time
signatures from 𝟑𝟒 to 𝟒𝟒 from measure ten, where the accents are placed in an irregular pattern
(Fig. 6.2):
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Figure 6.2. Coulthard, Piano Concerto, mvt. 3, measures 10–13. Shifting time signatures and irregular accents in
Section A.

Coulthard offsets the syncopation of the main theme with a brief moment in clear triple meter,
marked poco allargando (Fig. 6.3). This moment is significant because it is the first time the
listener realizes that the piece has been in triple meter all along, thus rendering the syncopations
that follow more prominent.
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Figure 6.3. Coulthard, Piano Concerto, mvt. 3, measures 14–19.

Finally, orchestration distinguishes the A section from the others. As to be discussed in the
following section on performance considerations, brass is often engaged to reinforce the strings
in order to penetrate through dense pianistic textures.
The B section (mm. 41 – 71) is the antithesis of the A section. Syncopated rhythms and
rapidly shifting meters are replaced with alternating triple meter (mm. 41–51, 57–67) and duple
meter (mm. 52–56 , 68–71) at regular intervals (ten measures of triple meter interspersed with
four measures of duple meter). Furthermore, the drama and intensity of the A section, created
through dense textures in the piano and frequent participation by the brass, subsides. Here, the
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texture is sparse with triplets played staccato in the piano accompanied by a suite of percussion
instruments (triangle, bells, cymbals, and tambourine) (Fig. 6.4).

Figure 6.4. Coulthard, Piano Concerto, mvt. 3, measures 41–46. B section.

Thematic material is taken up by the winds, as opposed to the strings and brass in the previous
section, but the interplay between the soloist and orchestra remains integrated to a similar degree.
A short cadenza serves as the transition between the B section and the return of A. Its
placement near the beginning of the movement is unusual, especially for one with a familiar
structure and proportions. Nonetheless, the measured staccato triplets in the piano throughout the
B section transform into single arpeggiated line that is rhythmically free and improvisatory. A
low trill sets the scene for the A section to return again (mm. 82–116), with its signature bravura,
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syncopation, and shifting time signatures. However, though Coulthard reprises heavy
involvement from the brass, she gives the soloist a break for the first time thus far and opts to
present the theme with a choir of winds instead (mm. 91–98).
Another cadenza-like transition links the end of the A section to the C section. Coulthard
engages the bells and triangle so that the listener anticipates a return to the B section, but she
thwarts this expectation with new contrasting material. Marked meno mosso and andante
grazioso, the C section is an expressive dance in duple meter. However, this dance is fleeting, as
it builds gradually into an agitated and virtuosic frenzy in full orchestra signaling a return to the
drama of the A section. This penultimate return of the A section begins as expected but is
interrupted with virtuosic figuration in the piano marked leggiero scherzando (mm. 157–167), an
indication more fitting for B section material. However, the A section melodic motive is
embedded within the dense figuration of the piano, to be illustrated in the next section, which
results in a scherzando that is distinct from previous lighter sections. Furthermore, this A section
transitions to the final B section through an improvisatory passage, played rubato with a piano
accompaniment in septuplets.
The final B section (mm. 181–200) is signaled by the onset of the staccato triplets in the
strings and clarinets, accompanied by the triangle after one measure, a change in orchestration
from when the theme was first introduced by the soloist. Here, the soloist’s role is to embellish
the melody with virtuosic figuration instead of presenting the main theme, one that will alternate
again as the movement comes to a close with A section themes. In the concluding section of the
Concerto (mm. 208–234), the soloist has successive chords and octaves in both hands which
outline the opening theme and is joined by full orchestra (with melodic doubling in the strings
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and winds beginning mm. 227–234), to reinforce the grandeur and spectacle that nods to the
Romantic concerto.
Melody
Coulthard’s motivic and rhythmic treatment of melodic thirds makes each formal section
distinct. The motive that defines A-section material consists of a stepwise ascending minor third,
typically with an accented third note. The brass begins the movement with a declamatory
statement of this motive, which is subsequently taken up by the soloist and transposed down by
step (half or whole) three times in the first fourteen measures (Fig. 6.5):

Figure 6.5: Presentations of the melodic motive in Coulthard, Piano Concerto, mvt. 3, mm. 6–14.

While this specific permutation of the motive appears the most frequently in the A sections,
Coulthard introduces variations of it throughout the piece by changing rhythmic and tonal
parameters. Development of the motive occurs as early as the soloist’s second entrance, where
Coulthard places it off the beat in triplets and fills in the minor third with a stepwise descent
(Fig. 6.6):

Figure 6.6: Melodic reduction of Coulthard, Piano Concerto, mvt. 3, measure 16. Development of A-section motive
off the beat in stepwise triplets.
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Thus far, the motive is confined to the distance of a minor third, but soon Coulthard uses
its signature rhythmic emphasis (short-short-long) and stepwise melody to span a major third
(measure 15) in the orchestra to form diatonic parallel sixths with the motive in its original form.
As the movement progresses, the motive is developed and transformed. Further developments to
the A-section motive include reversing the direction of the motive from ascending to descending
(measure 33), filling it in with chromatic neighbor tones (measure 85), leaving it incomplete
(mm. 154–155), and accentuating both the beginning and end of it (measure 220). As shown in
Figure 6.7, Coulthard finds inventive ways of presenting this motive throughout recurring A
sections.

Figure 6.7. Development of A-section motives throughout the movement.

Despite variations of the motive that appear throughout the movement, it remains a three-note
ascending one spanning a minor third in most instances. It is presented in its original form to
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bookend the movement, though enharmonically respelled at the end (F-G-A♭ respelled E#-FxG#) to reinforce G-sharp as the Concerto’s overall tonal center.1
In contrast, descending chromatic melodies in triplets played staccato are introduced in
the B-section (mm. 41–47, mm. 185–189). Here, Coulthard outlines major triads (major/minor
thirds) by accentuating the first note of every triplet. The chromaticism of this section, as
opposed to diatonicism in the A-section melodies, is highlighted through unusual upward
resolutions of high and sustained trills in alternation between the soloist and orchestra (Fig. 6.8).

Figure 6.8. Coulthard, Piano Concerto, mvt. 3, measures 44–48. B section.

1

E#-Fx-G# represent scale degrees 6-7-1 in G# minor, reinforcing G# as the tonal center for the movement.
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Remarkably, a short transition in the B section (mm. 53–59, 190–197) is based on the A-section
motive of the ascending (and at times descending) minor third. However, it remains distinct
because Coulthard places it within the uniform texture of the B section thus far (triplets,
staccato) and weakens its prominence by beginning the motive off the beat (Fig. 6.9).

Figure 6.9. Coulthard, Piano Concerto, mvt. 3, measures 53–59. A-section motive appearing in B section.

Finally, the C-section theme begins with minor thirds played harmonically followed by
melodic thirds that, contrary to previous motives, are not filled in by stepwise motion (Fig. 6.10).
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Figure 6.10. Coulthard, Piano Concerto, mvt. 3, measures 117–123.

In all, the melodic content of the movement is based on the ascending or descending third. It is
emphasized through accents in the A-sections, filled in chromatically in the B-sections, and
presented simply but embedded in many voices throughout the C-section. As a result, the
sections remain distinct without sacrificing cohesion.

Harmony
Harmonically, the Arioso ends ambiguously. In its penultimate measure, the music
temporarily settles on a G-sharp minor triad, which is fitting for a movement that began with the
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same harmony. However, the pitches of the G-sharp minor triad are shifted up by half a step and
the movement ends on an A minor chord instead. Though the Finale begins clearly in F minor
and seems harmonically unrelated to the second movement, a survey of the triadic
transformations in the introduction leading into the A-section suggests that the real harmonic
resolution to the Arioso is found at the beginning of the Finale.
Here, Coulthard recalls the harmonic ambiguity between F minor and E major introduced
at the beginning of the Concerto (Allegro ma non troppo), through a P’(SLIDE) triadic
transformation. After the introduction, Coulthard shifts to G-sharp minor through an L
transformation from E major, which resolves the G#/A ambiguity from the Arioso and also sets
up G-sharp as a recurring tonal center for the Finale (Fig. 6.11). For example, even though Gsharp minor arises as a “neighbor” key to the theme harmonized in B minor at the first return of
the section (mm. 91–116), its inclusion and subsequent shift to G major (parallel to measure 8)
seems deliberate (Fig. 6.12). Furthermore, the exact harmonic progression (F minor–E major–G#
minor) signals the final return of the A-section (mm. 154–180) despite changes to melody and
rhythm. Though the music does not settle exclusively in G-sharp minor for more than one phrase
throughout the Concerto, a bass pedal on G-sharp for the final ten measures of the piece, along
with a clear G-sharp major chord to conclude, suggests it is the final resolution to the Concerto’s
rapid harmonic shifts throughout.
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Figure 6.11. Harmonic reduction of Coulthard, Piano Concerto, mvt. 3, mm. 1–8 showing triadic transformations.

Figure 6.12. Harmonic reduction of Coulthard, Piano Concerto, mvt. 3, mm. 91–95 showing triadic transformations.

Coulthard’s approach to harmony in the Finale is similar to the opening movement. In
particular, triadic transformations, traditional cadences, octatonic collections, and chromaticism
feature prominently in this movement. She continues to choose harmonies related by simple and
compound triadic transformations. For example, in addition to the P’(SLIDE) discussed above,
there are examples of this transformation between triads with different roots throughout the
movement (Fig. 6.13).
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Figure 6.13. Examples of P’(SLIDE) transformations throughout the movement.

In a couple of instances, however, Coulthard purposefully departs from her tendency to
use triads with adjacent roots and opts to use dominant to tonic cadences to mark shifts between
significant sections of the form. For example, the bass movement from C to F just before the Csection suggests the first section of the compound ternary form (mm. 1–116) is self-contained.
Furthermore, she uses the same root motion to conclude the C-section and signal the beginning
of the third section (mm. 154–234).
In addition to Coulthard’s use of dominant-to-tonic cadences to bookend the C-section,
the cadenza within it is based on similar root motion. The motion of the bass from A to D is
repeated three times (Fig. 6.14), though the harmony here is opaque because she juxtaposes
major and minor sonorities and adds chromatic passing tones for color throughout the cadenza.
However, the predominately A minor sonority on the first beats of measures 131–134 can be
interpreted as minor dominants. According to her lecture notes, Coulthard credits the
minor/modal dominant to early organum, and notes that the abandonment of it in the seventeenth
through nineteenth centuries was “one great loss.”2

2

Jean Coulthard, “Modal Influences,” handwritten note (1968?), Jean Coulthard Papers, Box 62-4, Special
Collections, University of British Columbia (Vancouver).
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Figure 6.14. Coulthard, Piano Concerto, mvt. 3, measures 131–134 . Examples of suggested modal dominants.

As in the first movement, the juxtaposition of major and minor triads in Coulthard’s
harmonic language results in chromatic passages that form octatonic pitch collections. For
example, the B-section begins with an ostinato-like accompaniment in triplets made up of major
and minor triads with the root B, which together highlight cross-relations between the lowered
and natural third in each. Together, the passage outlines the notes of the OCT (0,2) scale (Fig.
6.15). This assertion is supported by the subsequent descent by minor thirds on the first beats of
the following phrase (Fig. 6.16) and is repeated with the pitches from OCT (0,1) when the Bsection returns (mm. 181–200).

Figure 6.15. OCT (0,2) pitch collection.
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Figure 6.16. Harmonic reduction of Coulthard, Piano Concerto, mvt. 3, measures 45–49, first beats, showing
progression by descending minor thirds which present the pitches of the OCT (0,2) pitch collection. There is
harmonic ambiguity in the passage because of chromatic passing tones but the eight major and minor triads
contained in OCT (0,2) (B M/m, Ab M/m, F M/m, and D M/m) are present in this passage.

Furthermore, the C-section begins with most pitches belonging to the OCT (1,2) scale (Fig.
6.17), with the exception of a few rare instances of passing non-octatonic pitches (C and E♭)
(Fig. 6.18). Preceded by a clear dominant-tonic motion from C to F, F minor tonality is strongly
suggested for this section. However, Coulthard’s fastidious avoidance of C natural (especially in
mm. 121–122) suggests that it cannot be analyzed through a purely diatonic lens. Generally,
Coulthard’s preference of juxtaposing triads with roots a minor third apart (a natural
consequence of parsimonious voice leading) results in strong octatonic inflection dispersed
throughout the movement.

Figure 6.17. OCT (1,2) pitch collection.
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Figure 6.18. Coulthard, Piano Concerto, mvt. 3, measures 117–123. Strictly OCT (1,2) with the exception of a few
passing non-octatonic pitches.

Considerations for Performance
The Finale recalls the bombastic virtuosity of the nineteenth century through Lisztian
piano textures and heavy use of percussion and brass instruments. Similar to the first movement,
the soloist is active almost entirely throughout (only two seven-measure-long rests (mm. 33– 40
and 92–99) and is presented in a manner similar to Romantic concertos by Chopin,
Rachmaninoff, and Liszt. The authority of the piano is asserted at the outset: though the Finale
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begins with the melodic motive presented by the brass, the soloist joins in after two measures
with a flourish doubled at the octave followed by an elongated trill at the first fermata (measure
5). After this introduction, the soloist presents the A-section theme with sparse orchestral
accompaniment and interjections (mm. 6–33). Concertos, by nature of the genre, raise common
concerns of voicing and balance between the soloist and the ensemble, and it is especially
pertinent here because of Coulthard’s dense scoring and changing textures. Issues with regard to
these two parameters will be discussed through an analysis of texture and interpretation on the
variety of roles the piano plays in this movement. Four cadenzas reinforce the soloist’s
prominence in this movement. While it is uncommon for piano concertos to have multiple
cadenzas in the final movement, Coulthard utilizes them as opportunities for the soloist to play
unreservedly in the spotlight. Finally, the contradiction between how the meter is perceived and
notated in passages with shifting meters and hemiolas will be addressed.
The piano score is dense and technically challenging, and an analysis of the soloist’s role
through changing textures reveals moments of needed repose, both for the pianist and the
audience. The pianist’s role is multi-faceted: it either presents thematic material through various
textures, converses with melodic fragments that get passed from soloist to orchestra, or doubles
the orchestra with added keyboard pyrotechnics. To begin, initial presentations of the A and B
section themes are given solely to the pianist. However, it is complemented by Coulthard’s
choice of texture and orchestral accompaniment. For example, the syncopated rhythm that
characterizes the A section is highlighted through interspersed chords and orchestral interjections
on the accentuated beats where the melody is predominately doubled in octaves. Therefore, the
soloist need not make an exaggerated effort to emphasize the accents where there is support
provided in the orchestra, but ones without should be articulated (Fig. 6.19).
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Figure 6.19. Coulthard, Piano Concerto, mvt. 3, measures 6–13. Accents that are supported by the orchestra
(marked in yellow) can be understated by the pianist. Those unaccompanied by the orchestra (red) should be
emphasized to highlight syncopation.

Furthermore, the B section theme is presented without the orchestra (mm. 41–45), but is soon
imitated by the orchestra in alternation with the soloist. While the orchestra takes up the pianist’s
chromatic descent with the woodwinds and pizzicato strings, the soloist’s simultaneous long trill
doubled at the octave in the treble register could mask the delicate orchestral scoring.
Consequently, while the first note and last notes of the trill should be accented, the trill itself
should remain understated (Fig. 6.20).
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Figure 6.20. Coulthard, Piano Concerto, mvt. 3, measures 44 – 46. Interpretative decrescendo in measure 46 (trill).

Conversely, Coulthard reserves moments where the pianist is to play at full volume and virtuosic
capacity to textures with bravura double octaves with sparse orchestral accompaniment or none
at all (mm. 30–33, 87–91, Fig. 6.21).
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Figure 6.21. Coulthard, Piano Concerto, mvt. 3, measures 148–151.

Similar to the opening, the C-section is introduced by the low strings but is assumed by
the pianist two measures into the theme. In rare instances, the melody is completed by the
orchestra (measures 120 and 124), but this section is scored as a piano solo. In other words, it
could work unaccompanied: the melody is supported by a homophonic or contrapuntal texture in
the right hand accompanied by an arpeggiated left hand- so therefore the orchestra should be in
the background, providing harmonic color and rhythmic continuity. The roles reverse in the
second half of the C-section (mm. 140–150): the orchestra repeats previous thematic material
and the pianist punctuates the texture with staccato arpeggios doubled at the octave. Fittingly,
the soloist should play this section with minimal exertion and pedal to illuminate the contrast in
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texture. Moreover, this section engages all sections of the orchestra gradually in its buildup to
measure 150, resulting in a natural crescendo that could eclipse the pianist. The collective
crescendo must be measured thoughtfully, so that instruments, especially the brass, do not
overpower softer-sounding instruments.
In addition to the pianist’s role in presenting thematic material, either as a soloist or in
alternation with the orchestra, it also doubles the ensemble with added virtuosity. The return of
the A-section features a doubling of the orchestral theme hidden in the leggiero scherzando
texture of constant sextuplets. It is interesting that Coulthard does not double all the notes in the
orchestra synchronously, but provides enough of a melodic outline to render the embedded
theme recognizable (Fig. 6.22).
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Figure 6.22. Coulthard, Piano Concerto, mvt. 3, measures 154–162. Idiosyncratic orchestral doublings in the piano
(yellow).

Though this passage is challenging because the intervals in each sextuplet vary without much
repetition or pattern, the thematic notes should be brought into relief above the virtuosic texture.
The discussion thus far has highlighted the instances where the soloist must voice densely
figurated passages with precision so as to maintain stamina, the integrity of thematic materials,
and interplay between the soloist and orchestra. However, there are four cadenzas in this
movement where the soloist is free to explore extremes in dynamic range and virtuosity.
Coulthard deliberately uses contrasting textures for each. The first and last cadenzas (mm. 72–82
and 201–207) are made up of similar textures: a single arpeggiated line that reaches registral
extremes (G1–F#7 and G1–A7, respectively) that crescendos and accelerates. The second
cadenza (mm. 106–113) is contrapuntal, consisting of two voices that move in similar and
contrary motion in an unpredictable pattern, all played with a gradual diminuendo. Finally, the
third is found within the contrasting C-section (mm. 127–139) and is an improvisation featuring
both homophonic and arpeggiated textures. Coulthard indicates that this cadenza should be
played with a flexible tempo with a dynamic range from fortissimo to piano. As the term
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cadenza suggests, the soloist is free to luxuriate in these sections. However, Coulthard does not
reserve these textures for cadenza sections alone – they are found throughout the piece, and the
performers should be aware of the musical context when making crucial decisions about voicing
and balance, ones that will affect the success of the Finale.
Finally, shifting meters and with irregular accents in A-section material lead to a conflict
between the perception and notation of downbeats. The music is notated in 3/4 meter, but weak
beats are deliberately accented with consistency resulting in an introduction can be interpreted as
a mixture of duple and triple meters, followed by the A-section theme in duple meter (Fig. 6.23).

Figure 6.23. Recomposition of Coulthard, Piano Concerto, mvt. 3, measures 1–15, with shifting meters.

However, interpreting the A-section theme (mm. 6–10) in duple meter negates the syncopation
created by tension of an underlying triple meter pattern. Therefore, the accents should be given
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varying strengths in order to maintain the integrity of the triple meter impulse. For example, the
sforzandos that coincide with ‘beat one’ of the measure in the introduction should be emphasized
over those that do not. This performance consideration continues when the piano presents the
theme, where the accents should be most prominent every other measure (Fig. 6.24).

Figure 6.24. Coulthard, Piano Concerto, mvt. 3, measures 1–9.

Furthermore, Coulthard’s accented duple meter patterns do not always coincide between the
soloist and orchestra as in the previous example. In measures 22–23 and 25–26, she overlaps the
orchestra’s response to the soloist by one beat, which results in accentuation on every beat (Fig.
6.25).
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Figure 6.25. Coulthard, Piano Concerto, mvt. 3, measures 23–26.

In contrast to the relative metric stability of the first two movements, Coulthard frequently shifts
the time signature of the Finale between duple to triple meter. However, she places accents that
seem to negate the meter to which she momentarily shifts. This practice suggests that Coulthard
wants the soloist to perform A-section material as successive hemiolas in order to maintain the
tension that accompanies metric asymmetry. Therefore, the plethora of accents notated with
visual homogeneity must be interpreted accordingly so as to avoid settling into any one meter.
In summation, the Finale is challenging, even for professional pianists. The piano
technique required is formidable: unrelenting octaves, solid chords, and wide-ranging arpeggios
require not only stamina and precision, but also a knowledge of how to pace each section
dynamically so that the buildup to the end will be riveting. Syncopated rhythms and shifting
meters raise ensemble issues, especially in instances where the orchestra and soloist emphasize
different beat patterns. Though the most technically challenging of the three movements, the
Finale is a brilliant ending to the Concerto because it is the triumphant resolution to the brooding
mood set at the beginning of the piece.
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Summary
Coulthard was inspired by the rich musical history that preceded her, and she synthesized
elements she found appealing into her own idiosyncratic style. Reflecting on her creative
process, she mentions one musical example from each era that “delights [her],” illustrating her
belief that “it would [not] be possible to have fine works in [the 20th century, now past the half
century mark, without [a] gradual development of […] laws of resonance.:”3
In the 15th century, I am touched by the tender sweetness of the music of Dufay, the
early French composer. In the 16th century, there are Palestrina’s polyphonic Masses.
The 17th century brings forth the exquisite piano music of Rameau. The 18th, the various
chamber music combinations of Mozart. In the 19th century later period, the Brahms
violin concerto. And in the early 20th century, there is Debussy’s opera Pelleas and
Melisande.
As demonstrated through analysis, Coulthard combines traditional formal structures and textures
with modern approaches to melody, harmony, and rhythm in her Concerto. She adopts classical
forms and a nineteenth-century approach in its grandeur and virtuosity, making this piece
accessible to general audiences. However, incorporating aspects of twentieth-century musical
language, she freely interchanges triads to highlight semitonal voice-leading, juxtaposes diatonic
and octatonic collections, and subtly shifts the rhythm through changing time signatures and
unexpected accents. The Concerto’s short but notable performance history reflects the attention
it captured among producers, performers, and audiences in the two decades following its
composition. For those looking for an introduction to Coulthard’s music, her Concerto is a strong
representation of the composer’s voice.

3

Jean Coulthard, “Notes on Creative Activity”, transcript of speech for the CBC (undated), housed in the University
of British Columbia Special Collections, Vancouver, B.C., 4-5.
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